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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Stmdiural ma.terial roodels
Material models, ·or constitutive relations, are important in descrihing and
analysing the mecha.nica.l behaviour of materials. Much research ha.s been carried
out to derive material models tha.t describe chara.cteristic properties of ma.terials, for
instanee anisotropy or viscoela.sticity. The formulation of a material model is
generally ba.sed on experimenta.l. results and on dema.nds which arise from
thermodynamica.l considerations. A material model will contain a number of
parameters. In quantifying these parameters, a phenomenologica.l or a structural
approach can be followed.
In the phenomenological approach the parameters are obtained
experimentally. These experiments may be difficult to perform, for instanee for
composite materials, due totheir nonhomogeneity andfor anisotropy. Besides that,
the experiments have to be repeated each time when another material or a slightly
different material is considered.
In the structural approach the microstructure of a material is taken into
consideration. A material ca.n be seen a.s an a.ssembly of constituents. Depending
on the application, the sca.le one wants to look at is that of the molecules, the
crystals or, much coarser, the componentsof a composite. The morphology or the
microgeometry, the properties of the constituents and the interface conditions are
responsible for the overall behaviour. The microgeometry, the properties of the
constituents and their interactions are quantified by a set of so-called structural
parameters. A structural material model is a material model whose overall
parameters are expressed as a function of these structural parameters. Such a
structural model gives insight in where the overall behaviour originates from. This
provides the opportunity of changing the overall properties through appropriate
modifications in the microstructure of a material. Besides that, much experimental
effort concerning the overall behaviour of a material can be avoided once a
structural modeland values for the structural parameters are known. On the other
hand, with a validated structural material model and experimentally obtained data
of the overall behaviour of a material, it should be possible to quantify structural
parameters that otherwise are difficult to measure, e.g. the strength of interfaces.
Because of these advantages, the structural material roodels can be preferabie over
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the purely phenomenological models.
For the derivation of structural material models, a. (numerical) stra.tegy is
presented in the following. The denvation starts with so-ca.lled micromechanical
analyses of a representative volume element of the ma.terial. 'Micromechanical'
means that the microstructure of the material is modelled in a deta.iled way.
Depending on the overall properties, the micromechanica.l analyses result in detailed
inforrna.tion about relevant quantities, for instanee loca.l displacements or stress and
stra.in fields. The volume element is a finite material sample, generally much
smaller than the mechanical part or structure made of the material. On the other
hand, the representative volume element has to he as large as to conta.in the desired
microstructural informa.tion such that it is representative for the material under
consideration. This implies that the size of the representative volume element will
depend on the microstructural information to be included in the model. For a fully
homogeneons material, for instance, the volume element ca.n theoretically be
infinitesimal small. In reality, however, no material is fully homogeneous.
Concentrations of distinct phases are encountered in carbon steel and alloys and
even a pure metal is in fact an agglomera.te of crystals that all have their local
properties and interface conditions. Although in practical applications these
materials are regarded as .homogeneons continua, the dimensions of their
representa.tive volume elements are thus in the order of 10-9 -10-1 m. The typical
dimensions of the volume element in rela.tion to its microstructure, can also be
illustra.ted in a chemical setting. The dimensions are then in the order of 10-9 10-4 m and the volume elements consist of a cluster of molecules whose theoretica.l
properties and interactions ca.n be seen as structural parameters. Another
distinctive exarnple is the representa.tive volume element of a composite material
tha.t will be in the order of several times the dimensions of the regions formed by the
components, i.e. 10-5 - w-1 m.
The results of the micromechanical analyses of a representative volume
element have to be related to an overall material model. This transition from
rnicrostructural quantities to overall properties will generally involve an
homogenization of the deta.iled microstructural information. The volume element is
replaced by a volume element of the same size but with homogeneons material
obeying the macroscopie material model. The parameters included in this model are
then ca.lculated such that the detailed results, found in the micromechanical
analyses, are described in an averaged sense. It is in the latter context that the
overall material parameters are normally referred to as effective parameters, as will
be done in this thesis. The rnicrostructural information that ha.s to be accounted for
and the transition to the macroscopie material model both depend on the overall
property and material law that is considered. For a linear elastic composite, for
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instance, one can think of the local stresses cand strains, whose volume averaged
values can lead to values for the overall stiffness properties. However, in the range
of plastic material beha.viour the material properties differ a.nd completely different
aspects are to he considered, like for instanee processes that occur in highly
dislocated regions of polycrystalline materials.
The microstructure of a material is characterized by a set of structural
parameters. For, e.g., a composite material this set contains the mechanica}
properties of the components, their volume fractions, interface conditions etc. In
order to investigate the impact of changes in the microstructure or microstructural
properties, it is necessa.ry to perfarm the microstructural analyses for different
values of the structural parameters. Thus, values for the effective parameters are
obtained as a function of the structural parameters. These values ca.n be presented
graphically or stored in a database for further use, for instanee interpolation or
sensitivity analyses. A more ideal situation is achieved if closed form relations are
derived for the effective parameters as a function of the structural parameters.
Then a compact representation is obtained of the data calculated and moreover the
data is expressed as a function of those structural parameters that are found to be of
relevance. If these functional relations result in easy to use formulas, they are
preferabie to the database. As they then make the relationship between the
effective and the structural parameters tra.nsparent, they beoome useful tools for
material scientists a.nd engineers.
In deriving structural material models by means of the strategy described
above, extensive use can be made of numerical methods. An adva.ntage of a
numerical approach is its versatility in the sense that problems concerning complex
microstructures as well as complex material behaviour can in principle be tackled.
For the micromechanical analyses such an approach is almost inevitable, as
analytic solutions are only possible when far-reaching simplifications are made of a
materials microstructure. As a result, material models based on these solutions
often have the disadvantage of a restrictive validity. A suitable numerical metbod
for. mechanical analyses is the finite element method. It established itself into a
reliable and flexible tooi, capable of dealing with complex geometries and linear as
wellas nonlinear material behaviour.
Complexity of the overall material behaviour can necessitate the use of
numerical techniques for parameter estimation in order to calculate the values of the
effective material parameters.
Regression techniques are expected to produce good results in deriving closed
form relations that express the influence of the structural parameters on the overall
behaviour of a material, c.q. on the values of the effective parameters.
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1.2 Mechanieal properties from structural roodels
Conceming the behaviour of a material various specific phenomena are
encountered, like initial stiffness, yield, stra.in-hardening and fa.ilure. A complete
material model, therefore, bas to describe all these phenomena in a proper way.
Such a model will conta.in parameters that quantitatively characterize a partienlar
material, for ·instanee parameters coneerDing stiffness, yield strength, elangation at
break. If these parameters are regarded as effective parameters, in the context
discussed in the foregoing section, the objective of a structural material model is to
express them as functions of structural parameters.
The derivation of these functions will be essentially different for the various
overall properties. This results from the different material roodels in which the
varloos properties are contained as well as from the variety in microstructural
phenomena that have tobetaken into account. As far as initial stiffness properties
are concerned, one can think of ela.stic overall behaviour and a microstructural
description of the force indoeed by changes in distance between atoms or molecules,
or a description of a well defined combination of the elastic behaviour of the
constituentsof a composite and their interfaces. However, at a certain level of the
stresses and/or strains, the deCormation mechanisms will change such that the
overall behaviour can obtain a different character. An example is the transition
between elastic and plastic material behaviour, characterized by the yield stress.
This yield stress is aften used as a material parameter serving as a conservative
estimate for the strengthof a material. In strength analyses usoally a transition is
made from a 3-dimensional stress situation to a sca.lar function of the stress
components. Examples of such sca.lar functions are those of Von Mises and of
Tresca. They proved their practical value for metals and their limiting values are
obtained experimentally. The structural approach, as described in the foregoing
section, could provide the possibility to derive proper scalar strength criteria, whose
limiting values are a function of the structural parameters. As a result o!/ the
variety in possible deCormation mechanisms that in a.ddition will be complex
functions of the 3-dimensional stress situation, the microstructural aspects will he
more complex.
Depending on the microstructural level that is considered, examples of
structura.l parameters are, for highly oriented polymers: theoretica.l modulus and
strength of molecular ebains combined with interactions between the molecules, for
semi-crystalline polymers: the properties of the amorphous and crystalline phases
connected via a specific microstructure, for metals: the dislocation energies and
grain sizes and finally, for composites: the stress strain behaviour of the constituents
combined with the crack sizes and crack distribution and the interface strength.
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Compared to the determination of stiffness parameters, the micromechanical
analyses concerning strength properties will take more numerical effort: each
possible failure mode, caused by different microstructural mechanisms of
deformation, must be analysed, using a set of representative load situations.

1.3 Scope and framework of this thesis
Main objective of this thesis is a feasibility study of the strategy proposed in
sections 1.1 and 1.2. It is examined whether the whole sequence starting at the
microstructural level and ending at closed form structural material models, can be
completed successfully.
The strategy is applied to a composite material reinforeed with short fibres.
The microstructure is well defined and the structural parameters are the mechanical
properties of the fibres and the matrix, the volume fraction of the fibres, the fibre
aspect ratio and the interface conditions. The calculations of the overall properties
are confined to effective stiffness parameters. The fibres and matrix are taken to be
linea.r elastic and, as interface condition, perfect bonding is assumed. For the
effective stiffness properties, it is examined whether closed form relations in the
structural parameters can be derived that are extensions of existing relations used in
engineering. The micromechanical analyses are performed with the finite element
metbod (DIANA, 1989), while a standard program library is used for regression
(SAS, 1985). For the estimation of the effective parameters, a numerical metbod
from system identification is proposed.
The use and derivation of effective stiffness properties for composite materials
is discussed in chapter 2. In that chapter first a recapitulation of the continuurn
mechanica for linea.r elastic materials will be given. Also a literature review with
respect to structural roodels and effective parameters is presented.
In chapter 3 the numerical tools are discussed. This primarily concerns the
parameter estimation technique proposed and the use of the regression method.
In chapter 4, attention is focussed on the use of the identification technique.
Estimations are made for the effective parameters of a partienlate composite as well
as for a unidirectionally reinforeed composite. In both cases the constituents are
isotropic.
In chapter 5, applications of the metbod to 3 classes of short fibre composites
·are presented. In the first situa.tion the short fibres are randomly oriented, whereas
in the last two examples they are aligned. The properties of matrix and fibres are
taken to be isotropic, except for the third example where the properties of the fibres
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are transversa.Uy isotropic.
Finally, the applicability of the strategy is discussed in chapter 6 and
recommendations for further investiga.tions are given.
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Chapter 2

EFFECTNE MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR
OF A COMPOSITE

Beföre the description of the mechanica! behaviour of a composite will be
discussed, some basic aspects of continuurn mechanics are presented in a concise
way in section 2.1. In section 2.2 effective parameters for the description of the
mechanica! behaviour of composites are derived. Linear elastic material behaviour
is considered. Section 2.3 gives a short survey of the literature on effective
parameters of composite materials.

2.1 Continuurn mechanics

In continuurn mechanics it is assumed, as extensively elucidated in Chadwick
(1976), that the state of deformation at time T in a material point with material
coordinates z is uniquely determined by the deformation tensor F( z, r):

dX = F.dX0

(2.1.1)

Here, dx and dx0 are infinitesimal distance veetors between two material points
with coordinates zand z+dz , in the current state ( r) and the reference state ( r 0)
respectively.
The change in position of a material point in the current state with respect to
the reference state is denoted by the displacement vector ii(z,r). The deformation
tensor can be written as:
(2.1.2)

v

with I the second order unit tensor and 0 the gradient operator with respect to the
reference state.
Apart from the above-mentioned kinematic fields in a deformable body, the
existence of a field of Cauchy stresses u is stated. When inertia forces are neglected,
these stresses have to obey the local equilibrium equations:
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(2.1.3)
(2.1.4)
with V the gradient operator with respect to the current state and q the body force
per unit volume.
In characterizing the material behaviour the so--called constitutive equations
are introduced. They provide the relation between the kinematic and stress fields.
Elastic materials can generally be characterized by a relation of the following form:

a= N(F)

(2.1.5)

in which the symmetrie tensor valued function N has to obey a number of demands
which are known as the constitutive principles ( see e.g. Chadwick, 1976).
If the deformations are small and the rigid body motions negligible, the
deformation can be described with the linear strain tensor t:
f

{

(vii)c + (vii) } 12

(2.1.6)

For many matenals the relation between a and t then becomes linear:

a= 4L:t

(2.1.7)

with 4L a 4-th order material tensor, independent of t.
With respect to an orthonormal basis { 1, 2, 3
in component form as:

e e e } eq. (2.1.7) can he written

; i,j,k,I

e {1,2,3}

(2.1.8)

in which the summation convention is used. Becanse a is symmetrie, the tensor 4L
is left symmetrie (Li'kl = Ljikl). From thermodynamica! considerations it follows
that it is total sytnrrietric (Lijkl Ljilk). To assure an unambiguous definition of
the terms Lijkl it is chosen to be right-symmetric (Lijkl
Lijlk). As a result of
these symmetry conditions there are 21 independent material parameters.
Eq. (2.1.8) can be written in matrix notation as:
or

€=

Cu

{2.1.9)

in which the 6 independent stress and strain components are arranged in the column
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matrices

q

and

t":

(2.1.10)

Tbe symmetrie matrices S and Care respectively called tbe stiffness and compliance
matrix.
The number of 21 independent material parameters can be reduced for
materials that show some form of material symmetry. Transversally isotropie
materials, for instance, can be described with 5 independent material parameters.
The material bebaviour in one direction differs from the behaviour in the plane
perpendicular to that direction, while in tbat plane the response is equal in all
directions. The corresponding compliance matrix C is filled with the following
constants:
E-1

-vltEtt

I

C=

-vtlEÏt
-v E-1
ti I

0
0
0

E-t
t

-v E-1
tt t

0
0
0

-v E-1

0

0

0

-vttE;:•
E-t

0

0

0

0

0
0

G-1

0
0
0

0

G-1

It t

t

0
0

0

G-1
I

0
0

t

(2.1.11)

1

el

where corresponds with the direction in which the material behaviour is different
from the directions perpendicular to it. It can be shown that :
(2.1.12)
and, because of symmetry:
V

E-1=

ti I

V

E-l

{2.1.13)

lt t

so indeed only 5 independent parameters are contained in eq. (2.1.11)
For a transversally isotropie material, the material parameters introduced are
referred to as:
longitudinal and transveraal Young's modulus.
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longitudinal and transversal shear modulus.
transversal.....J.ongitudinal Poisson's ratio, i.e. extension in the
longitudinal direction impli~ a contraction in the transversal
plane.
longitudinal-transversal Poisson's ratio, i.e. extension in the
transversal plane implies a contraction in the perpendicular
direction.
transversal-transversal
Poisson's
ratio,
extension in
e2-ilirection implies contraction in ea-direction and vice versa.
lsotropie materials display a total material symmetry: the material properties
are independent of the direction.
These materials are characterized by 2
independent material parameters. In this case the complianèe matrix C is often
written as:

C=

E-t
-vE-t
-vE-l
0
0
0

-vE-t
E-t
-vE-l
0
0
0

-vE-t
-vE-1
E-t

0
0
0

0

G-1

0
0
0
0

0
0

0

G-1

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

G-1

(2.1.14)

with a Young's modulus E and a Poisson's ratio v, while G denotes the shear
modulus for which holds:
E

G = 2{1 + v)

{2.1.15)

2.2 A homogeneons continuurn approach using effective parameters

In continuurn mechanics it is, sametimes tacitly, assumed that certain
smoothness requirements are met for the material properties and the descrihing field
quantities, i.e. that they are all continuous and continuously differentiable as often
as necessary. For composites, being composed of discrete materials, singularities at
the component interface regions will occur and the stress and strain tensors are
generally no longer continuously differentiable nor continuous. However, in
analysing composite materials they are often replaced by an equivalent
homogeneaus continuum, which means that no longer the microscopie details and
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the actual local phenomena are taken into consideration directly. The material
properties are then referred to as effective properties and are defined as related to
regions large enough to contain a loca.l material sample which is representative for
the composite material with regard to its microstructure and local properties. A
definition of these effective properties is described in the following.
If the characteristic length over which the actualloca.l properties of a material
change is denoted by dd, the material volumes with dimensions of the order of
several dd can be used to characterize the loca.l, effective properties of the material.
Such a volume will be referred to as alocal representative volume element (LRVE)
and it is assumed to be a cube with edges along the coordinate directions of an
orthonorma.l basis {
e3 }.
For a material that is locally homogeneous, the volume of the LRVE equals
dx1dx dx , in which dx1, dx2, dx3 represent infinitesimally small distances. Hence,
2 3
the loca.l effective properties will match the actual loca.l properties. The cubic and
infinitesima.lly small LRVE is used to define the stress and strain components, while
the material properties are defined by relating the stress components on the surfaces
of the LRVE to the deformation of the LRVE. For linear elastic materials this is
done through relations like (2.1.9). If the properties do notchange with the position
of the LRVE in the material, then the material is said to be (globally) homogeneons
and any volume element is a representative volume element (RVE) of the materiaL
Composite matenals are heterogeneons on a sca.le that corresponds with the
dimensions of tbe constituent materials. A characteristic distance, say de , over
which the loca.l material properties take tbe distinct component values, is now finite.
For the sake of numerical and analytical efficiency, it is desirabie notto be forced to
go in detail for each analysis of a composite material body. An LRVE in the order
of several times d3 is used to characterize tbe effective material properties of tbe
e
composite. In that case it is no longer admissible to relate them directly to stress
and strain components defined on infinitesimal small volume elements. Hence a
transition bas to be made from loca.l material properties defined by LRVE's
associated witb dd to local, effective material properties associated with LRVE's
with dimensions in the order of d . By making such a transition it is necessary to
e
introduce stress and strain quantities which are also related to these larger volume
elements of size several times d3.
This bas to be done in such a way that the latter
e
material properties can be properly defined and tbe field quantities beoome suitable
for descrihing a composite body in a global manner. A usual cboice for these field
quantities are averaged stresses and strains, wbere the average is taken over the
volume of a LRVE associated with tbe cbaracteristic distance de. Tbe averaged

el, e2,
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LRVE

Fig. 2.2.1 A local representative volume element.

stress components Ö'ii and the averaged linear strain components
follows:

Ö'ii(x) =

ëkl(x) =

V

V

J
-

V

u .. (y)
lJ

ik

1

are defined as

dy
(2.2.1)

l tkl(y) dy
V

x

with V denoting the volume of the LRVE. The point with position vector is a
fixed reference point within the LRVE (fig. 2.2.1). The above defined averages are
called moving-averages as they depend on the position vector and the LRVE is
seen to move along with
For linear elastic composite materials, it is postulated, in accordance with the
so-called nonlocal theory (Beran and McCoy, 1970, Levin, 1971), that an average
stress component ä .. (x) is completely determined by a linear relation in the
lJ
averaged strains ëk1(y) of the material points in the LRVE associated with
The
strain components tk 1(y) are obtained by averaging over an LRVE with position
vector y as reference point. This can be written as:

x.

x

x.
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i1 .. (x)
IJ

= --!-I S.. kl(x,y) (kl(y) dy
V - IJ

(2.2.2)

V

The two-point material matrix Sijkl(x,y) is an unknown function of the component
properties and geometries. To obtain a more practical result the averaged strains
(k1(y) are expressed in a Taylor series expansion around (k1(x):
(kl(y) = (kl(x) +

~ { (kl(x) } ( Ym- xm) +
m

(2.2.3)
+

~~ ~
n

{ (kl(x)} ( ym-xm) ( yn-xn) + ·········
m

in which summation convention is used. Eq. (2.2.2) can now be written as:

ïT •• (x)
IJ

= [--!-I S..k (x,y) dy] ëk1(x) +
V V IJ 1
+

I

[--!-S.. k (x,y) ( ym-xm) dy ]!kl ,m(x)
V V IJ 1

1
+ [-_2V
=

I.

+

-

V SIJ.. k1(x,y) ( ym-xm)( yn -xn ) dy]lkl ,mn (x)+

s;jkl(x) fkl(x) + s;jklm(x) (kl,m(x)

......... .

(2.2.4)

+ s;jklmn(x) (kl,mn(x) + ...... :

If the gradients in the averaged strain components are small then it is admissible to
retain only the first term on the right-hand side of eq. (2.2.4):
(2.2.5)
Analogously
(2.2.6)
can be derived if the gradients in the averaged stress components are small. The
coefficients c;jkl and s;jkl are referred to as the effective material parameters of
the composite material. Written in matrix notation, eqs. (2.2.5) and (2.2.6), in
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view of eq. (2.1.9), lead to an effective stiffness matrix s* respectively an effective
compliance matrix cf, with a* = ( s* )-1. For a. statistica.lly homogeneons
composite ma.terial, where all statistical moments of the microstructural properties
of an LRVE are independent of its position in the composite body, the properties of
an LRVE are the same for all
The LRVE then corresponds to the RVE a.nd the
effective stiffness- a.nd compliance matrices will be independent of
Using the continuum mechanics equations from section 2.1, a composite body
can be ana.lysed by consiclering it as a virtual (loca.l) homogeneous body with the
effective material properties of the composite. In the foregoing an expression for the
effective material behaviour was derived by taking the microlevel of a material as a
starting point. In doing so, averaged field quantities were introduced by eq. (2.2.1).
However, in situations where debonding between the components occurs or in
situations involving microcracks, loca.l strains and stresses are not defined in points
where no material is present and the definitions of the averaged quantities beoome
questionable. Therefore the pragmatic approach of starting at the macroscopie level
is recommended. In that case a macroscopie material model is postulated, after
which its parameters are filled in from microstructural considerations. A derivation
of the effective properties as presented in the foregoing, then still gives information
on the applicability of the material model postulated. Equations {2.2.4)-(2.2.6), for
instance, express that the effective properties are derived by assuming that the
gradients in the a.veraged stresses and strains are small. If these averages vary
significantly over distances over which the variations in the material properties
occur, the analysis of the composite's performance would imply investigations on a
smaller sca.le than that of the LRVE. In other words, the size of the LRVE bas to
be adjusted to a smaller scale. This occurs in situations in which high stress and
strain gradients occur, e.g. at crack tips or situations under dynamic loading with
high frequencies of vibrations.
The symmetry conditions applied to eq. (2.1.9) insection 2.1 can be assumed
to hold also for the effective compliance and stiffness matrices and again material
symmetries permit futther rednetion of the number of independent effective material
parameters. The two important cases are the ones resulting in isotropy and
transversal isotropy. A composite with isotropie componentsnot necessarily results
in an equivalent isotropie material behaviour. This depends on the statistical
properties of the microstructure. Therefore the two mentioned features of material
symmetry will be referred to as sta.tistically isotropy a.nd statistically transversal
isotropy. Examples of statistica.lly isotropie composites are porous media, matrices
containing spherica.l particles or random orientated short fibres, etc. As for
homogeneaus isotropie elastic materials, only two material parameters are needed to
describe a statistically isotropie composite. Transversally isotropie composites

x.
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generally consist of aligned, short or oontinuous, fibres, embedded in a. matrix. For
short fibre oomposites, the (loca.l) alignment of the fibres ca.n be a result of the
production process, for instanee injection molding. For oontinuous fibres, the
microgeometry is defined by any plane cut transversally to the fibre direction and is
thus two dimensional. If the fibres are located randomly in the transverse plane,
the oomposite oonsequently is statistica! transversally isotropie and five material
parameters are needed to characterize its behaviour.

2.3 Effective parameters of oomposites: a &hort survey of the Jiterature
For calculating the effective parameters following the structural approach,
various methods are described in literature (Hashin, 1983). They can be categorized
in analytical and numerical methods.
For the analytical calculations of effective parameter values normally a
representative volume element is highly modelled by making far-reaching
simplifications concerning the microstructure. Then the element is exposed to a
loodcase or state of deformation in such a way that the response to he calculated can
he expressed in one effective parameter. After calculation of the microstresses and
-strains, the effective parameter can be expressed as an explicit function of the
component properties and geometry parameters ( for instanee the volume fra.ction of
a component ). In most cases it is necessary to assume linear elastic material
hehaviour in order. to make analytical solutions possible. Because of this and the
highly modelled microgeometry, the applicability of the results is often confined to
special cases. An example of an analytical model is for instanee that of a dilute
concentration of spheres in a matrix (Eshelby, 1957). The RVE of the composite is
modelled as an infinite body containing one particle. By choosing a proper load
situation, expressions could be derived for the effective shear and bulk moduli.
Closely rela.ted to this example is the self consistent scheme, where a single partiele
surrounded by a shell of matrix material is supposed to be embedded in an infinite
body of homogeneous material with effective material properties, (Kerner, 1956,
Christensen and Lo, 1979, Maurer, 1983). Another example of modeHing the
microgeometry is the composite spheres assemblage model of Hashin (1962), where a
special arrangement of composh.e spheres consisting of a core of partiele material
and a concentric matrix shell is oonsidered. The same concept can he applied for
composite cylinders (Hashin and Rosen, 1964) to model fibre reinforeed composites.
The well-J.mown rule of mixture expressions for the longitudinal and transversal
Young's moduli of a fibre reinforeed composite are obtained by exposing an RVE of
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aligned fibres in a matrix material to a homogeneons state of strain in fibre
direction respectively a homogeneons state of stress perpendicular to the fibre
direction, see Appendix A. These expressions correspond to the first results
obtained by applying bonnding methods (Paul, 1960). With bonnding methods
upper and lower bounds for effective parameter valnes are obtained using the
variational principles of minimum potential and complementary energy (Paul, 1960,
Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963). Advantage of the bonnding methods is the fact that
a geometrical model is not obligatory. A drawback however is that their
applicability is confined to linear elastic material. Though the results obt~ned by
the bonnding methods are strict, one should not overestimate their practical value,
because for many applications the resulting bounds are too far apart to make a
reasonable estimation for the effective parameter values.
Instead of making restrictions on the material oohaviour and the
microgeometry to get analytical solutions, one can apply numerical solution
techniques, for instanee the finite element or the finite difference method. In doing
so, complex microgeometries as well as nonlinear, inelastic material behaviour can
be taken into account. Early work, with linear elastic material behaviour, was
carried out by Adams and Doner, (1967), who used a finite difference approach for
square or hexagonal pedodie arrays of identical circular fibres. Aboudi (1982)
modelled an RVE as a square array of fibres with square cross sections and used
Legendre polynomials to approximate the displacement field.· The material
behaviour of the components is allowed to be elastic or viscoplastic. Adams and
Crane (1984) made use of the finite element metbod to model an RVE. The fibres
are anisotropic and linear elastic, whereas the matrix bas temperature and moisture
dependent elastoplastic material properties. Zhang and Evans (1988) also used the
fini te element metbod to take into account anisotropic properties of the fibres. The
results obtained by the numerical methods, normally are presented graphically,
though graphical representation is confined to fnnctions of at most three variables,
as for example in Adams and Doner {1967). Although these curves are of great
value, the number of results available in graphical form is limited. A more desirabie
situation is one in which approximate but simple formula are available to
interpolate, and extrapolate when possible, the numerical calculations for the
effective parameters as a function of component properties and composite geometry.
For some typical material geometries and linear elastic material beha.viour such
interpola.tion functions are derived by Halpin and Tsai {Halpin, 1984).
In this thesis the use of the numerical methods is extended and tbey are
embedded in a general stra.tegy. The fini te element metbod and a parameter
estimation technique are successively used for performing the (micro-)mechanical
analyses and the calculation of the effective parameters. Regression techniques can
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be used to derive relations for these parameters as a function of the structural
parameters.
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Chapter 3

NUMERICAL TOOLS IN DERlVING
STRUCTURAL MODELS
FOR EFFECTIVE MATERlAL PARAMETERS
In thls chapter the numerical tools are described that are used for the
calculation of effective material parameters and structural material models for
composites. In the following sections attention is pa.id to each method separately:
the finite element metbod in section 3.1, the parameter estimation technique based
on the Kalman filter in section 3.2 and finally in section 3.3 the regression
techniques.

3.1 The finite element metbod
In the last three decades the finite element metbod developed into a flexible
and reliable numerical tooi. For elabora.te information the reader is referred to
extensive textbooks on the subject, e.g. Ba.the (1982) or Zienkiewicz (1977).
Basically it is a numerical metbod capable of calculating approximate solutions for
partial differential equations and it is extensively used for determination of
mechanica! and dynamica! behaviour of structures.
Weil tested ava.ilable computer.codes exist, that, among others, are capable of
solving problems for two and three dimensional solids, while material properties can
be linear elastic, isotropie or anisotropic, nonlinear elastic, viscoelastic or plastic;
displacements can be small or large.
Withits possibilities to model complexgeometriesas wellas complex material
behaviour, the finite eleme.nt metbod is a powerful tool in analysing a representative
volume element of composite materials when analytical methods fail. A possib}e
drawback can be the computing time which can beoome large if a large number of
elements is needed. Furthermore, if the material behaviour is nonlinear, the finite
element metbod bas an iterative character and computing time will increase.
In this thesis extensive use is made of the DIANA finite element package
(DIANA, 1989, de Witte et al., 1987) because it is, due to its flexibility, suited for
use in combination with the parameter estimation technique described in the next
section.
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3.2 Parameter estimatioo

Several techniques are described in literature to solve the problem of
parameter estima.tion. Well-known examples are: ordinary or weighted least
squares algorlthms, maximum likelibood estima.tors and the Markov estimator
( Norton, 1986 ). As all techniques show a.dvantages as well as weaknesses
depending on the problem to be solved, it is difficult to sum up the features of the
methods in a general and a comparative way and the choice of a particular
parameter estima.tion metbod becomes somewhat empirica!. So, without discussing
the features of all the different methods only the procedure used in this thesis is
presented bere. It is an estimation technique based on the Kalman filter. The
Kalman filter was originally derived for identification of the behaviour of dynamical
systems. lt generally characterizes the dynamical beha.viour as a function of a set of
variables and some model parameters. However, it is discussed bere for the specific
problem of parameter estimation, that is the estimation of effective material
parameters. As described in chapter 1, the effec~ive parameters are calculated by
confronting microstructural calculations with an overallor effective material model.
It is in this setting, illustrated in fig. 3.2.1, that the estimation technique is
presented in the following.

FEM
,- - -- -- - - - macroscopica.l·
1
r--IL--..&..---t---.
•1
mat. model
I
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--- - ·
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I
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,

k+t
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Fig. 3.2.1 Schematic presentation ofthe strategy for parameter estimation.
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AB shown in fig. 3.2.1, deta.iled analyses are ca.rried out for a representative
volume element of a composite material. These analyses are performed with the
finite element metbod and result in, for instance, a set of displacements stored in a
column u. It is assumed that different sets of calculated displacements um ,
m=l, .... ;n, are ava.ilable, obta.ined e.g. by:
u as responses to different static loadcases,
18
displacements um as response quantities at discrete time t m of a time varying
loadcase (e.g. fig. 3.2.1 with m=k+l),
displacements u18 for n different- though statistically equivalent - composite
specimens, with the same laadcase applied to each of them.
Next the volume element is modelled with a chosen macroscopical material model.
This again is done with the finite element method, see fig. 3.2.1, in a way that for a
given set of effective material parameters· p the displacements hm(p) can be
calcula.ted, when the specimen is subject to the sa.me boundary conditions as in the
deta.iled analysis.
With the notation introduced for the two sets of displacements, the problem
rema.ins todetermine the optima! material parameters p, such that:
U =
m

hm(p)

(3.2.1)

+V
m

With vm a column of errors is denoted tha.t accounts for the errors in calculation of
both u18 and h18(p). Error vm is supposed to be white and to have zero-mean. lts
covariance matrix is denoted by R m . Model errors are assumed to be included in
hm(p). In fact, the specific assumption is made that these errors are accounted for
by admitting the effective parameters to change in value for the different analyses
m = 1,... , n. These variations in the parameters are modelled with a random walk.
For m=k+1 this is expressed by:
(3.2.2)
E(.) denotes the expected value of a quantity, that is the summation of all its
possible values multiplied with the corresponding probability of the quantity taking
that value. Error wk is white, i.e. E( wk wi) is zero for k i= 1, and hence the
covariance matrix Qk corresponds to the intensity matrix E( wk
Furthermore,
wk is independent of pk and has zero-mean. Besides these assumptions, the errors
vk+I are supposed to be uncorrelated with the error made in estimations for pk •
The Kalman filter has already proven to be a reliable tool in identification
problems. When applied to parameter estimation, its performance is demonstrated
in the more recent years. For a complete derivation of the Kalman filter equations,

w'f).
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the reader is referred to the extensive litera.ture on this field (Kalman, 1960,
Jazwinski, 1970, Norton, 1986). For the special ~se of material parameter
estimation more information can. be found in Hendriks et al. (1990). The
presentation bere is ronfined to the discussion of the resulting equations that form a
recurrent algorithm for the estimation of the effective parameters. The algorithm
was origina.lly derived for linear systems, i.e. response quantities u that via a model
matrix H depend linea.rly on the parameters p , and it is essentially based on the
following three important features:
i)
new estima.tes pk+t for pk+t , are formed by a.linear combination of pk
and the new set of ca.lculated displacements uk+t'
ii)
the estima.tions are unbiased, that is
(3.2.3)

iii)

with p the true valnes of the effective parameters,
the covariances of the estima.tion erJ;ors, stored in a matrix Pk defined
as
(3.2.4)

are used as a performance criterion and are to be minimized.
Starting with initial estimates for the material parameters, the Kalman filter
repeatedly updates the estimates, while for each update m, m= 1, ... ,n, it processes
only one set of ca.lculated displacements u111 at a time. The following recurrent
equation for the estimations of the material parameters p ca.n be derived:
(3.2.5)
As shown in eq. (3.2.5), the correction to be added to the old estima.tes pk is
proportional with the difference between the new displacements uk+t and the
displacements predicted by the old estimate pk . The fact tha.t this correction step
is so closely related to the physically meaningful quantities u and h(p), is one of the
reasons that the algorithm bas proven to be robust in a sense that satisfying results
are obtained even with incomplete knowledge of the errors involved in modeHing or
calculations. Besides that, the choice for the proportionality matrix K, the
so-called Kalman gain matrix, is essential for the performance of the algorithm. A
relation for matrix K can be obtained that contains the influence of the
ma.croscopical material model as. well as a proper combination of the relative
importance of the errors in calculation v (expressed by R) and the errors in the
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model w (expressed by Q). With minimal Pk+l as a performance criterion, defined
as the minimal value for the sum of its eigenvalues, such a matrix K is calculated
for each update with:
(3.2.6)
(3.2.7)
Besides the identity matrix /, the covariance matrices Rk, Pk, Qk and the so-ealled
model matrix Hk play a role in these equations and are discussed in the sequel. Rk•t
is the covariance matrix of the calculation error vk+l. Values for Rk+l are to be
supplied by the user and arebasedonor obtained with the displacement values uk+t'
expressing their accuracy. Usually a diagonal matrix is assumed for simplicity and
if necessary use can be made of the robustness of the method by supplying only
approximate estimations for these covariances.

Through Pk the Kalman

~lter

calculates an estimation for the covariances Pk of the estimation errors in pk. P0 as
well as p0 are to be supplied by the user and provide the o~portunity to incorporate
prior knowledge about the parameters in the algorithm. P0 expresses the accuracy
of the initial estimates p0 and.it is recommended not to put too much trust in the

values for p0 (small values for P0 ) as it slows down the convergence rate. By setting
the covariance matrix Qk, the assumed accuracy of the model hk(p) for the
displacements can be included. Often Qk is taken as constant ( Q) for simplicity.
However, even with a perfect model (Q=O) it is advisable to choose Qsmall but not
zero, because of convergence reasons. The convergenre rate can be low, because
part of the action of the Kalman filter is based on minimizing the covariances P. If
these covariances get too small too quickly, they result in small gain matrices K,
which in turn reduce the future correction steps. By adding the matrix Q to the
matrix P, this effect can be corrected, resulting in an improved convergence.
Model (3.2.1) is a nonlinear relation in the parameters p. and in fact the
relations (3.2.1) to (3.2.7) correspond to the so-ealled extended Kalman theory,
where the original linear theory is extended for application to nonlinear systems
(Jazwinski, 1970). Matrix H in eqs. (3.2.6) and (3.2.7) then results from linearizing
the nonlinear expression hk+ 1(p) by retaining the first two termsof the Taylor series
around pk:
(3.2.8)
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Matrix H, defined by the first derivatives of the displacements hwith respect to the
material parameters, can be calculated by means of a perturbation method, again
using the finite element method.
For nonlinear applications of the Kalman filter the convergence of the
algorithm can be improved by using the same displacements uk+t more than once.
This means that within the region bounded by the broken lines in fig. 3.2.1, the
material parameters are iteratively a:<ijusted. This is Q.lled the iterated Kalman
filter technique (Jazwinski, 1970). Introducing a seoond index i to indicate these
iterations, the recurrent relatious become:

(3.2.9)

Ki+t
= [Pi + Q ] Hi•tT [Hi•t[pi + Q ]Hi+tT + R ]-1
k+t
k
k
k+t
k+t k
k k+l
k+l

Pik

(3.2.10)

= [/- Kik+l Hik+t][PH
+ Qk][/- Kik+l Hik+l]T +
k
(3.2.11)

with starting values : P~. 1 = pk ; ~.1 = Kk+t and ~ = Pk.
In this thesis, the stiffness properties of linear elastic composites are
calculated. As the material behaviour is linear elastic, one load can be applied such
that one proper set of displacements is obtained. The material properties can then
be estimated with the iterated Kalman technique.

3.3 Regression analysis
The effective parameters of a composite are a function of the structural
parameters and for an effective parameter, say p, it holds that:.

p
with

= p{s)

(3.3.1)

s a column containing the structural parameters of the composite.

With the numerical procedures described in the foregoing sections it is possible
to calculate the effective parameters when the structural parameters are known.
This however takes a great deal of numerical effort. Therefore, it is desirabie to
replace this calculation by an easy to use explicit function relating the effective
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parameters to tbe structural parameters. Such an explicit relation can be found by
regression between a number of known, calculated, function values for different
values of the structural parameters. However, care bas to be taken in using such
explicit relations, because if tbey are physically not ( well) founded, extrapolations
can lead to erroneous results.
In section 3.3.1 some aspects of regression techniques are discussed. The
regression techniques are described in a general way and, as far as section 3.3.1 is
concerned, the statistical preliminaries as accepted in regression theories are
assumed to be valid.
In section 3.3.2, attention is focussed on the regression techniques for the
denvation of the explicit lunetion for the effective parameters. Due to the
deterministic nature of the numerically obtained lunetion values, the statistica!
preliminaries are not met and a pragmatic approach is proposed.

3.3.1 Standard regression techniques
Regression methods are used for model development if no analytica! model is
available or if a model is found to be impractical due to its complexity. In most
cases use is made of experimentally obtained values of a quantity, say y, as a
function of a set of parameters x :

y = y(x)

(3.3.2)

(section 3.3.2 deals with the situation in which the values for y are obtained
numerically ).
Based on observations a model is postulated for the relation bet ween y and x :
y

= g{x,a) + v

(3.3.3)

in which a is a set of coefficients that are yet to be quantified in such a way that the
model fits the observations in a best way.
In regression analysis it is assumed that the following conditions are met:
(i)

(ii)

the model g(x,a) is correct, in other words there is no model or
systematic error,
the values of thesetof parameters x, for which the experiments in y
are made, are known exactly.
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From the first requirement (i) it follows tha.t the errorvin eq. (3.3.3) stands for the
error in the observa.tion y. This errorvis supposed

(iii)

to have a normal distribution with an expected value equal zero and a
constant varianee u2 for each measurement.

The coefficients a are to be obtained with a set of observations y1' ... , y n'
Each observation is characterized with its corresponding valnes of the parameters x :
x,1 ... , xn. So:
i= 1, .. , n

(3.3.4)

The calculation of the coefficients , aT = [a1 .... ak] , is based on minimizing a
criterion for v .. When a sufficient number of measurement values is available, n>k,
1
a least squares approach ca.n be applied. The coefficients a are then obtained by
demanding that the residual sum of squares in the errors v.1 , denoted by KS r , is
minimized. KS r is defined as
(3.3.5}
with

vT = [v1 ..... v]

T
T

n

y =[yl ..... y]

g

= [gl ..... gn]n

The values of a that minimize KS r will be denoted by à . For the salution of the
formulated least squares problem several numerical algorithms are developed.
Standard procedures are available when g depends linea.r on a as well as when g is
expressed as a nonlinear function of a .
Most concepts are developed for the situation in which the modelgis linear in
a . In that case the model corresponds to a linea.r combination of postulated
mutually independent functions f.1 , i = 1, ... , k. The functions f.(x)
are called the
1
regressar variables and are stored in the column t So:
(3.3.6)
Taking into account the values obtained for y, eq. (3.3.6) ca.n be written in matrix
notation as:

y= Xa+ v
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with xT = [/(x.)
... f(xn )]. The least squares solution for a linear model can be
1
obtained by solving the so-called normal equations:

(3.3.8)

or

Under the conditions (i)-(iii) the estimation for a will be unbiased, which means
that no systernatic error occurs in a .
The solution can be substituted in (3.3.6) teading to the regression model :

a

y =aT/(x)

(3.3.9)

with which the quantity y can be described as an approximate function in x.
Generating regression models will in fact be an iterative process. Each
iteration will involve the collection of measurement data, the calculation of the
coefficients a and the evaluation of the obtained regression model. These three steps
are briefly discussed in the following.

Data coUection
lnitially when little is known of the model, some prelirninary experiments (or
calculations) will be perforrned for rather arbitrary valnes of the parameters x.
Gradually more insight will be gained in how the quantity y depends on x and how
the regressor variables f.(x)
can be chosen. As knowledge about the model increases,
1
the collection of data can be performed in a more appropriate way: the values of x
for which the experiments are to be performed can be adjusted so as to be assured
that an expected effect can be properly modelled.
Although they will not be used in this thesis, it is worth mentioning the
existence of special procedures that structure the setup of the experiments to be
performed. Examples of these so-called experimental designs are the well-known
factorial designs (Doornbos, 1984) or the optimal designs for which more
background can be found in the workof Schoofs (1987).

Calculation ofthe coefficients
As stated before, the coefficients a of a linear model can be calculated by
solving the normal equations:
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(3.3.10)
A measure for the a.ccura.cy of the estima.tions fora is its covariance matrix V( a) :

(3.3.11)
When the varianee u is not known beforehand, estima.tions for
can be calculated a.ccording to:

1
n-k

û2 = - - KS (á)

u2

and thus for V( a)

(3.3.12)

r

Furthermore, if conditions (i)-(iii) are met, confidence intervals can be calculated
for the coefficients ä1 •

Model modiftcations
An important item in the development of a regression model is the question
whether all the regressor variables proposed are relevant, in other words whether
some regressor variables can be excluded from the model without affecting the
a.ccura.cy of the model.
Assuming again that the errors in the measurement data have a normal

.

distribution, the quantity F 1 defined by

F.=
1

(3.3.13)

will have a Fisher distribution. Based on this, numerical algorithms are present
which automa.tically, though under user supplied conditions, will decide which
regressor variables are best to be retained in the model, {Efroymson, 1960).

Assessment of the regression model
The a.ccura.cy and performance of a regression model has to be checked. Such
a judgment on the performance of a model will in general be based on its residuals:

(3.3.14)
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Plots of the residuals aga.inst the quantity y or one of the regressor variables can
give an indication of possible deficiencies in the model. Besides that, the residuals
can to some extend be quantified, for example with an estimation of their variances

u2 =

.

1

- - KS (a)
n-k
r

(3.3.15)

or the so-a.lled squared root factor R

2

R

2

:

È( y i -y) 2
= .."-----n
2
E(yi

(3.3.16)

)

2

with y the mean value of the measurement data for y. R ex:presses the ex:tend in
which the variability in the measurement data is ex:pla.ined by the variability in y.
If the model fully ex:pla.ins the variability in the data, this quantity equals 1.
It is emphasized that judgment of the residuals in the data points that are
used for calculating the coefficients a can be very deceptive, as these residuals are
minimised during the fit. It is therefore recommended to examine the model's
predictive properties in data points not used before..

3.3.2 Regression techniques for effective composite parameters
The va.Iues for an effective parameterpin eq. (3.3.1) are obtained numerically
as a function of the structural parameters s . This is a deterministic process in
which apart from a possible systematic error, no random errors will occur. As a
result of this, the use of the standard regression techniques is disputable. In analogy
with the workof Schoofs (1987) the following strategy is proposed.
Eq. (3.3.1) can be approximated by a regression function:
p=

g(s,a)

+v

(3.3.17)

in which v now stands for the model error and for the systematic error in the
calculation of the values of p.
For a proper set of coefficients a , the least squares adjustment ä can be
calculated, fora modellinear in a for instanee conform eq. {3.3.8).
As a measure of accuracy of

athe quantities u2 and

V( à) can be calculated:
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(,2

1
- KS (a)
= -n-k
r

(3.3.18)

(3.3.19)
Though they are not defined for a deterministic process, these quantities will still be
denoted as the varlauces and as the covariance matrix respectively. Confidence
intervals can not be derived.
As can be done for the stochastic processes, Fisher-tests are used for the
selection of regressor ,variables in the model. Using eq. (3.3.19) a quantity 1 is
defined in analogy with eq. {3.3.13). It is postulated that this quantity follows a
Fisher distribution. Though it can not be proven, it is expected that, using the
standard s~lection procedures, the most relevant regression variables will retain hi
the model. Of course only a check on the model derived can validate the use of this
strategy.
The validation of the model derive4 will be performed by an analysis of th~
residuals, for instanee plots of the residuals or the values of the residuals in new
2
data points. Also the quantity R remains a useful graduator.
For the derivation of regression models, a standard program library for
statistica! analysis (SAS, 1985) is used in this thesis.

F
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Chapt.er4

APPLICATION OF THE IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUE
TO LINEAR ELASTIC COMPOSITES
In this chapter applications are presented of the numerical strategy, with
attention to the identification technique proposed in chapter 3. The technique is
a.pplied to a. particula.te composite as well as to a unidirectionally reinforeed
composite, respectively presented in section 4.1 a.nd 4.2. In both cases the
components of the composite are taken linear elastic a.nd isotropic. Perfect bonding
between the constituent ma.terials is assumed. The effective Young's modulus a.nd
Poisson's ratio are calculated. For. the fibre reinforeed composite these effective
parameters are those in the transveraal plane, perpendicular to the fibre direction.
In section 4.3 the use of the identification techniqne is discussed.

4.1 The Kalman filter applied to a pa.rticulate composite
First a.n experiment will he simnlated numerically. Taking into account the
rnicrostrncture of the composite, a detailed finite element mesh is generated. By
applying proper boundary conditions to this detailed model, displacements are
calculated in a nnmber of predefined points. These valnes are regarded as those
obtained from a physical experiment. The Kalman algorithm itself makes nse of the
finite element metbod also. With estimated valnes of the effective material
parameters, the displacements in the same physical points as in the detailed
a.nalysis, are calculated. This is done under the same loading conditions, but now
with the linear elastic, homogenrous ·mat~ial behaviour assumed. The Kalman
algorithrn adjnsts the valnes of the effective material parameters iteratively such
that the homogeneons material behaviour corresponds with the behaviour of the
composite.
The model for the numerical simulation of the experiment for the partienlate
composite is shown in fig. 4.1.1. As an approximation the particles are modelled
bere as square elements. The stress-strain state imposed is a plane stress state, in
which the composite is stretched in one direction by applying a uniformly
distributed force on the boundary x=L (fig. 4.1.1). Four-sided, plane stress elements with linear interpolation are used for both matrix a.nd particles. The final
results will he compared with experimental data obtained by Richard (1975), a.nd
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therefore the following material properties for particles and matrix are taken:

E1 = 7.034 * 104 (N/mm2J

v1 = 0.21 [-]

Em = 1. 724 * 103 [NJmm2J

11

(4.1.1)
= 0.45 [-]
m

with E and 11 denoting Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively, whereàs
the indices f and m refer to the material of particles and matrix, respectively.
The calculated displacements in a number of noda.l points, situated on both
the edges x=L and y=L (fig. 4.1.1), are taken as data for the Kalman algorithm.
By varying the amount of equally-sized particles embedded in the matrix, these
valnes are obtained for volume fractions of the particles varying from 6 to 40
percent.
For the finite element meshes used in the Kalman filter algorithm fewer
elements suffice, as the material behaviour now is homogeneous. The element mesh
used is given in fig. 4.1.2.
The valnes for the displacements, of the points defined in the numerical
experiment, are calculated by interpolation of the element nodal point values. An
estimation a.lgorithm based on the Kalman filter, was written and implemented in
the finite element package DIANA (Hendriks, 1989, Courage, 1989). Initial valnes
for the parameters and their covariances are given by the user. Normally good
starting valnes can be taken, based on experience or physical background.
As
initial valnes for the effective parameters, the material properties of the matrix are
taken. After calculation of the Kalman gain matrix K and the displacements for the
homogeneons material model, with eq. (3.2.9) new parameters are obtained, which
will be used as starting valnes for the next iteration, and so on. The algorithm
stops when a prescribed accuracy or a maximum number of iterations is reached.
The final results are presented in fig. 4.1.3 and fig. 4.1.4. These figures are
taken from Richard {1975), and the ca.lculated.values are added. As can beseen the
results of the present analysis agree well with both the experimental valnes and the
expressions of Hili (1963) and Kerner (1956). The isostress and isostrain relations
for the modulus, as depicted in the fig. 4.1.3., are presentedinappendix A. For the
Poisson's ratio an equivalent isostress relation can be derived. A numerical
comparison of effective parameters E* and v* with the experlmental results
obtained by Richard is presented in table 4.1.1.
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,/H

E* [N/mm2J

partiele
volume
fraction
0.058
0.111
0.182
0.271
0.378

Kalman

Richard0

Kalman

Richard0

2002
2223

2158
2455
3041
3358
5179

0.454
0.442
0.433
0.418
0.376

0.45
0.432
0.424
0.410
0.367

2.480
2925
3930

Ta.ble 4.1.1. Numerical comparison of elfective YOtmg's modulus
and Poisson ~ ratio for the particulate èt~mposite.
0
lnterpolated values of Richard's experimental restUts {1975} are used.
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Fig. 4.1.3. Young's modulus E* versus volume jraction vr of a particulate

glass-epOZ1J composite as taken from Richard {1975}.
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Fig. 4.1.4. Poisson 's ratio v* versuS volume fraction vf of a particulate

glass-epoxy composite as taken from Richard {1975).

4.2 The Kalman filter applied to a unidirectional reinforeed composite
In order to model the fibre reinforeed .composite the stress-strain state is
changed from plane stress to plane strain. In doing so, the configurations used in
the foregoing section can now he used to calculate the transveraal properties of a
transversally isotropie composite reinforeed with aligned, continuons fihres. In the
analyses four-sided, quadratic, plane strain elements are used. The applied load, a
uniformly distrihuted force on the boundary x=L, and the component properties,
are the same as in the first example. Calculations for the effective transversal
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are made, again for volume fractions varying
from 6 to 40 percent. With the values computed for the effective Poisson's ratio v*
* the effective transverse shear modulus G*t can hett
and the Young's modulus Et,
calculated, using:

(4.2.1)
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Next the numerical results for the transverse Young's and shear modulus are
compared in table 4.2.1 with the values obtained fiom the isostress relations:

(4.2.2)
(4.2.3)
where vf is the volume fraction of the partieles.
ln fig. 4.2.1 an impression is given of the parameter values in course of the
iterations. As can be seen from the figures and table 4.2.1, good agreement is
obtained in leas than 3 iterations.

fibre
volume
fraction

0.058
0.111
0.182
0.271
0.378

E* [Njmm2]
t

Kalman

isostress

1896
2075
2283
2612
3022

1826
1933
2097
2344
2730

(v:, [-J)

o*t [N/mm2J
isostress

Kalman

(0.454)
(0.453)
. (0.451)
(0.446)
{0.437)

652
714
787
903
1051

629
665
722
807

941

Table 4.2.1. Numerical comparison oftke transverse elfective Young's modulus E:

·
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Fig. 4.2.1. Transverse Young's modulus E: and Poisson's ratio v:t

in course of the iterations, for the fibre reinforeed composite,
volume fraction vf = 0.1111 [-].

4.3 Discussion
The identification technique baselton the Kalman filter was proposed to be
included in the numerical strategy for calculating effective material parameters.
The examples presented in the foregoing, show that good results can be obtained
with the algorithm. However, because the examples are relatively simple, its
successful use in estimating effective parameters is only indicated in potential and
should be subject to further research. A study concerning the use of identification
techniques for the estimation of material parameters is carried out by Hendriks
(1990).
The examples to be presented in the next chapter all concern linear elastic
material behaviour. The effective parameters are easy to access in terfis of
averaged stresses and strains, or in terms of residual force versus elongation.
Therefore and because the Kalman algorithm will need further investigation, for
calculating these parameters a rather direct method, instead of the Kalman
algorithm, is used in the next chapter.
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Chapter5

APPLICATIONS IN LINEAR ELASTIC,
SHORT FIBRE COMPOSITES

In this chapter the numerical strategy is applied to three different, short fibre
composites. In all examples the material behaviour of the components is linear
elastic and perfect bonding is assumed between matrix and fibres. Insection 5.1 the ·
micromechanical analyses and the selection of structural parameters are discussed.
Furthermore some relations are presented, that can serve as a generalised format for
the regression models. After these preliminary remarks, sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4
deal with respectively:
· randomly oriented fibres; matrix and fibres isotropic.
· aligned fibres; matrix and fibres isotropic,
• aligned fibres; matrix isotropic, fibres transversally isotropic,
They are presented in this sequence because in the first example (section 5.2) the
whole strategy is carried out, including the denvation ofa regression model. In the
last two examples regression models could not be derived. Therefore, in sections
5.2.3 ·and 5.2.4, the resuits are presented graphically and, if possible, compared with
results from literature.

5.1 Preliminary remarks

5.1.1 Structural parameters
The structural parameters that characterize the microstructural properties of
the short fibre composites, can be divided into those concerning the morphology, the
properties of the constituents and the interface conditions. In order to confine the
number of structural parameters, a selection is made for each class of short fibre
composites to be examined.
First of all, perfect bonding is assumed in all examples considered. This is
done because perfect bonding is the default situation for the numerical strategy,
especially with respect to the finite element method. Moreover, more complex
interface conditions are generally not very well quantified and are more difficult to
analyse.
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(A)

(B)

Fig. 5.1.1. Arrangement of ftbres in matrix:
(A) diamond arrayfor aligned ftbres, with a=b,
(B} square array for rondomig oriented ftbres, with a=b.
In modelling the morpbologies of the composites with the finite element
method, specific situations are trea.ted lea.ding to·certa.in a.ssumptions on structura.l
parameters. The goom.etrica.l models of the morpbologies are 2-dimensiona.I a.nd
oorreapond to, for insta.nce, representative volume elements of short fibre reinforeed
sheets or laminates. In this way, a rednetion is obta.ined in the number of fini te
elements needed a.s well a.s in the structura.l parameters that describe the
arra.ngements of the fibres in the matrix. These arra.ngements of the fibres are
modelled as a diamond array in case of the a.ligned fibres a.nd a.s a square array for
the ra.ndomly oriented fibres (fig. 5.1.1). In both cases, a choice is made for the
structural parameters that describe the spacings between the fibres. The a.ligned
fibres are assumed to have equa.l spacings a.long a.nd perpendicular to the fibre axes,
i.e. a=b as depicted in fig. 5.l.l.A. For the randomly oriented fibres equal spacings
in x a.nd y-direction are assumed between the central points of the fibres, fig.
5.Ll.B. Fina.lly, the diameter of the fibre, d, is held at the same va.lue for all
micromechanica.l analyses. From geometpcal considerations it follows that only two
morphologica.l structura.l parameters remain: the fibre aspect ratio 1/d, i.e. the ratio
of the fibre length to diameter, a.nd the volume fraction of the fibres vr An
assessment of practical valnes for these structural parameters reveals that frequently
used volume fractions are found in a range from 15% to 60%. The short fibres ca.n
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be obtained in lengtbs up to 5 mm, but as a result of fabrication processes this
length generally takes a value between 0.1 and 0.5 mm, with a mean value of
0.3 mm. With the fibre diameter of order 8+10 pm, thé fibre aspect ratio can then
be expected to be in the range of 10 to 60.
Both matrix and fibres are modelled as linear elastic matenals in all examples.
Hence the elastic material parameters ofthese constituents are to be included in the
set of structural parameters. However, not all material parameters are varled in
value in order to investigate their influ.ence on the effective behaviour of the
composites. As a. result the actual number of structural parameters and hence the
number of ·micromecha.nica.l analyses is confined. The material of the matrix is
isotropic, with a Young's modulus E m and a. Poisson's ratio 11m• Only the influence
of the Young's modulus on the effective properties will be studied and hence the
Poisson's ratio is set at a constant value. The sa.me is done for those cases (sections
5.2 and 5.3) in which the fibres are isotropic: micromechanica.l analyses for different
va.lues for the Young's modulus E1 are made, while its Poisson's ratio 11r is iaken to
be constant. In the case of transversally isotropie fibres (section 5.4), a.ga.in only a
subset of theelastic properties (see eq. 2.1.11) is varied in value. This concerns the
longitudinal and transveraal Young's moduli of the fibre, En respectively Eft' The
Poisson's ra.tios and the shear moduli of the transveraal isotropie fibres are held at
the same value. In practical a.ppliaLtions of short fibre composites, glass and carbon
are often used as fibre materials, while materials like ~ypropylene, nylon or epoxy
resins are frequently encount~red as matrix ma.terial. Values for the Young's
modulus of the fibres are assumed to vary between 70 GPa (glass) and 250 GPa.
(carbon). The corresponciing Poisson's ratios are about 0.21 and 0.25. For the
matrix materials values of E m = 0.5 f 3 GPa. respectively 11m 0.3 t 0.4 can be
found.

5.1.2 Micromechanica.l analyses
As attention is focussed on representa.tive volume elements of reinforeed sheets
or la.minates, à. plane-stress situation seems appropriate. Therefore plane-stress
conditions are applied to all three examples.
Because the finite element meshes are to be crea.ted for different values of the
structural parameters vf and 1/d, the generation of the meshes is a.utoma.tised for
practical reasons~ In doing so, use is made of procedures from the TRIQUAMESH
meshgenerator (Schoofs et a.I., 1979)
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Fig. 5.1.2. Finite element mesk oftke composite witk
randomly oriented jibres. vf = 0.15 [-] and Ifd = 2 [-J.
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Fig. 5.1.3. Load imposed on tke finite element model oftke

composite with randomly oriented, short jibres.
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For the randomly oriented fibres, an example of a thus generated mesh is
presented in fig. 5.1.2. The composite is modelled as a square plate of matrix
material in which a 5*5 square array of fibres is émbedded. The orientations of the
fibres are generated with á random generator. Several runs of the random generator
were needed until a distri bution of the orientations of the fibres was found, tha.t was
likely to produce statistica! isotropy in the effective machanical behaviour of the
composite. The meshes are generated under th'è restrietion that the fibres,
irrespective of their orientations, .are not allowed to overlap ea.ch other. This
condition is met by making the assumption that each fibre is positioned within a
square volume element of matrix material, or unit cell. Thus, the resulting mesh
can be seen as an assembly of 25 unit cells. However, as a consequence of this
assumption, restrictions follow concerning the values for v1 and 1/d. Given a value
for the aspect ratio, the maximum value for the volume fraction is bounded by the
requirement that the square unit cells are large enough to contain the fibre,
irrespective of its orientation. The maximum value for the volume fraction will
therefore be rather small for large fibre aspect ratios. Linear, triangular elements
are used. The number of elements needed to produce satisfactory results varied
from 2600 to 3200, depending on the actual valnes for vf and 1/d. This corresponds
to a.pproximately 1300 respectively 1600 nodal points.
With the fibres and matrix linear elastic and isotropie and with the
assumption of perfect a.dhesion, the composite is expected to show linear elastic
material behaviour. Moreover,, because the fibres are randomly oriented, it will be
statistkal isotropic. Thus the effective Young's modulus and effective Poisson's
ratio are considered to be the only effective parameters. Nevertheless, only the
effective Young's modulus of the composite is calculated. For the calculation of this
effective modulus, the boundary conditions as depicted in fig. 5.1.3 are imposed on
the finite element meshes. The composite is stretched in one direction. This is done
by prescrihing a uniformly distributed displacement field at one side, while at the
opposite side the displacements in the oorrasponding direction are suppressed. .The
effective Young's modulus is then calculated by relating the prescribed - and thus
exact - end displacenient to the total reaction force calculated at the opposite side.
This force is an accurate and representative measure for the - discontinuons stresses in the finite element model.
For the examples invalving the aligned fibres (sections 5.3 and 5.4), also
rectangular, 2-dimensional finite element meshes are generated. For the location of
the fibres, a diamond array was assumed, with equal spacings between the fibres.
The fibre diameter d is set to a constant value. From geometrlcal considerations it
follows that the spacings between the fibres, a and b in fig. 5.1.1.A, meet the
following equation:
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Fig. 5.1.4. Finite element mesh ofthe composite with

aligned, short jibres.

vf

= 0.3 [-J and 1/d = 5 [-).

--I

II

lil

Fig. 5.1.5. Loads applied to the jinite element model ofthe

composite with aligned, short jibres.
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(5.1.1)
The 2-dimensional microstructure is thus fully determined by the values for vf and
1/d. An example of a finite element mesh for the composite with aligned, short
fibres is shown in fig. 5.1.4. Subregions that cover 4 rows of one and a half fibres
are taken to be representative, · because it was found that. increasing the size of the
subregion leads to only slight changes in the values for the. effective parameter at a
disproportional growth in computational effort. In modelling the subregions,
quadratic, nine-noded and four-sided elements are used. The number of elements
needed to obtain accurate results was found to be of order 500, conesponding to
approximately 2000 nodal. points. Again, the composites are modelled for rather
small volume fractions. These volume fractions are all below 50%. This restrietion
is made to assure the generation óf proper meshes without letting the total number
of elements get out of hand. Larger values for the volume fraction lead to small
elements for the matrix. As a rather straightforward procedure is used to generate
the meshes, this would imply (unnecessary) small elements for the fibres and thus a
large total number of elements. '
With the assumptions made concerning the material behaviour of matrix and
fibres, as well as the interf~ conditions, the effective mechanical behaviour of the
composite is modelled as being linear elastic and transversally isotropic. To obtain
. a full characterization of the effective mechanical behaviour, it would be necessary
to calculate 5 material parameters, see eq. (2.1.11). Here the calculations are
confined to 4 parameters, because the subregions are analysed under plane-stress
conditions. As these conditions imply u = u31 = u32 = ·0, only the following
33
parameters are retahied in eq. (2.1.11):
.longitudinal Young's modulus,
transversal Young's modulus,

G*
l

longitudinal shear modulus,
longitudinal-transversal or
transversal-longitudinal Poisson's ratio.
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Fig. 5.1.6. Element mesh for aligned fibres, with linear, triangular elements.
v f = 0.3 [-] and 1/d = 5 [-]
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Fig. 5.1.7 Transveraal modulus E: versus aspect ratio 1/d, with:
Em = 1 , Ef = 120 [OPa] and vr = 0.2, 0.3, 0.45 [-].
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In order to ca.lculate these parameters, 3 loadcases are applied to each finit.e element
model. These loadcases are schematica.lly outlined in fig. 5.1.5. In Bitnation I,
displacements are imposed 88 boundary conintions such that the composite is
stretched in fibre direction. Under this load,
and 1
be ca.lculated from the
resulting averaged stresses and stra.ins. The ,same is done in situation 11 in the
direction perpendicular to the fibres.
and
now be ca.lcnla.ted. ~
situation III, a shear strain is imposed on the com~ite in order to ca.lculate Gi
from the averaged strains and stresses~ For the ca.lculation of the averaged stresses
and strains, with respect to the total volume of the subregions, a module was added
to the finite element system DIANA (DIANA, 1989). The averaged quantities are
obta.ined 88 the sommation of their values in the integration points of all elements,
multiplied with their corresponding volume contributions of the integration points
and divided by the total volume of the composite. In doing so, a good
a.pproximation of the definition of the volume averaged quantities in cha.pter 2 is
obta.ined.
As already indicated in the foregoing, the a.ccuracy in the final results depends
on the finite element models, i.e. the number and types of elements used. In case of
the randomly oriented fibres, triangular elements are used beca.u8e they are
appropria.te to model the complex microstructure that results from the random
orientations. With 3-noded, linear elements sa.tisfying results are obta.ined,
provided that the number of elements is in the range of 2600 to 3200. Generating
proper meshes for the compo~ites with aligned fibres, turned out to be more
difficult. Ini tially, again calculations were carried out using linear, triangular
elements. The number of elements varied from 400 to 1500, depending on the a.ctual
values for vf and 1/d. An exa.mple of such a mesh is shown in fig. 5.1.6. However,
the values obtained for the effective parameters were poor, especially for those in
the transveraal direction, E: and
Forsome data points this is illustrated in fig.
5.1.7, in which E: is plotted versus the aspect ratio and volume fraction of the
fibres. In search for improvements, the various meshes, for the different values of
the structural parameters 1/d and vr, were tuned in order to make them more
consistent to ea.ch other. Aspects that were considered concerned the total number
of elements, the fraction of the total number of elements that were used to model
the fibres, and the average number of elements in the transveraal direction.
Although the results for E: changed for the better, only slight improvements were
found in the results for v: 1 , 88 is illustrated in fig. 5.1.8 in which now somevalues
for v:1 are presented. Finally a more accurate modelling of the matrix material was
carried out. The number of nodal points was incre88ed 88 well as the order of
interpolation within the elements. Quadratic, nine-noded elements are used,
where88 the total number of nodal points is approximately 2000 for all element

E; v: can

E:

v; can

v:r
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Em

Fig. 5.1.9

meshes, fig. 5.1.4. This resulted in better results for the effective parameters, as can
he seen frorn fig. 5.1.9.

5.1.3 Format for the nwmsion models

Generally a. large nurnber of structural parameters àre neede,d for a concise
modelling of the rnicrostructure. For composites cornposed of two linear elastic and
isotropie constituent materials, already 4 material properties are to he considered as
structural parameters. Concerning the morphology, far-reaching assurnptions had
to be made in the previous in order to confine tbe geometrical structural parameters
to a total of 2. Arnong these assurnptions are: uniform distribution of fibre aspect
ratios, perfectly aligned or perfectly random arrangements of the fibres
corresponding to a diamond or a square array, and assurnptions concerning the
dimensions of these arrays. If these restrains are a.bandoned, the number of
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morphological structural parameters will increase, especially if a 3-dimensionat
nûcrogeometry is to be characterised. Finally the assumption of perfect adhes~n is
made. In modelling other interface conditions, an additional number of structural
parameters would have to be taken into account.
,
,
It was found tha.t the deriva.tion of regression models for the effective
parameters is difficult if all possible structural parameters are oonsidered at once. A
total number of 3 structural. parameters already Ieáàs to difficulties in obtaining a
proper regression model. Furthermore, if such a regression model beoomes a
complex: functions of the structura.l parameters, its physical interpretation is
impossible and it merely is a oompact representation of the data calculated. Due to
its oomplex:ity, oomprehension of the model would make graphica.l representa.tion or
sensitivity analysis necessary. In tha.t case, the derivation of the model can be
onûtted and these operations, including interpolation, can be performed directly to
the data-base.
As far a.s the linear ela.stic oomposites are ooncerned, some preliminary
remarks can be made coneerDing the format of the model for the effective
parameters. Suppose an effective Young's modulus
of the following set of structural parameters:

Ê* is to be derived as a. lunetion

sT= ( Em E f vf v111 vr 1/d ]

(5.1.2)

with
the.Young's modulus of matrix and fibres,
the Poisson's ratio of matrix and fibres,
the fibre volume fraction,
the aspect ratio of the fibres, i.e. the ratio of
the libre length to diameter.
First of all, it is known that values for the effective elastic parameters are
restricted by the upper and lower bounds, derived by extremum principles for linear
ela.stic material behaviour (Paul, 1960). For the effective Young's modulus E* the
following equa.tions hold for these bounds:

(5.1.3)
E*
=vmEm +vF.f
max
r

(5.1.4)

with E*.
the lower and E*max the upper bound. Hence the following format for a
m1n

model E'* for the effective Young's modulus E* could be assumed:
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•*
*
*
*
. + f(E 11 , Ef, vf, vm, vf, 1/d) [E max- E- m1n
. ]
E = E 1110

(5.1.5)

With the expressions for E*.
mm and E*max it easily follows that in the limiting cases,
when the volume fraction of the fibres Vf equals 0 or 1, the value of Ê* will
correspond to the value of Em respectively Ef , irrespective of the value of f.
The function f must be confined to values between 0 and 1 to assure that the
value for the effective parameter is bounded by E*.
m1n and E*max . As the function fis
to be derived by ~eans of linear regression and generally will he of the form
(5.1.6)
the requirement of the function f to he strictly bounded by the values 0 and 1,
produces rather untr~sparant restrictions on the form in which the structural
parameters are to be included as regressor variables f.1 in the model.
Another format for the regression model could he:
(5.1.7)

Again the value for Ê* has to he bounded by E*.
mm and E*max . This means that the
function g in eq. (5.1.7) -a yet unknown functipn of the structural parametershas to be bounded by the value 0, in which case eq. (5.1.7) corresponds to the
.. In appendix A, several relations are
expression for E*max, and the value 1, for E*m1n
presented for g being a function of vf and 1/d. These relations are derived for the
transversal and longitudinal modulus of a composite with aligned, short fibres.
They are based on a successive use of the upper and lower bound approximations
lnstead of eq. (5.1.5) or eq. (5.1.7), an alternative format for the model can be
assumed, based on the generalised Halpin-Tsai formula (Halpin and Kardos, 1976,
Halpin, 1984). Halpin and Tsai showed that several micromechanics equations for
the effective parameters of a composite. can he rearranged into to a generalised
formula:
(5.1.8)
where
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P * is an effective parameter with oorresponding parameters P m and P f of the matrix
and fibres and ( is a measure for the geometry of the reinforeements. For instanee
for P equa.l to K, the bulk modulus, the relations of Kemer for the bulk modulus of
a partieulate oomposite are reproduced when ( equa.ls 2(1'-2vm)/(l+v11), v11 being
the Poîsson's ratio of the matrix. Other examples of elastieity results that ean be
reduced to the Halpin-Taai format are reimits of Kerner's self consistent metbod
(Kemer, 1956) and of the model of Ha.shin and Rosen (1964).
With the Halpin-Taai equation as a starting point, the following format for
"* of the effective Young's modulus can be proposed:
the model E
(5.1.9)
where

and where the funetion ( is to be determined as a lunetion of the structural
parameters, using the ealeulated values for E*.
Using equations (5.1.3) and (5.1.4), equation (5.1.9) can be rearra.nged into:

Ê* = E*.

1110

Ef

+

E

+

or
.*
*
E=E.+
111n

f

E*max (
min'>

*. (
E 1110
E + E* . (
f

(5.1.10)

E* ~"

(E

*
max

*
-E)
min

(5.1.11)

11110

Insteadof the function f from eq. (5.1.5) or function g from eq. (5.1. 7), whieh had to
be bounded by the value 0 and 1, the tunetion ( now bas the limiting values (=0
and (=oo . For (=0, E"* takes the value of E *. while for ( -100 , E.* reaches the value
mm

of E*max . Again
the value of Ê* equals Em a.nd Ef when vf=O respectively vr=l ,
.
irrespective of (.
Because the function ( will allow more possi hilities in the ehoice of regressor
variables in order to fit it on the calculated values for an effective parameter, and
because the Halpin-Tsai equations are used frequently in engineering, the
generalised formula (5.1.8) will be used in seetion 5.2 where a regreesion model is
derived for the effective modulus of a oomposite with randomly oriented fibres.
Altbough regression roodels oould not be derived for the aligned fibres, seetions 5.3
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and 5.4, for the longitudinal modulus, valnes as calculated for ( can be compared
with an expression for ( proposed in litera.ture. Furthermore eq. (5.1.7), with
corresponding valnes for the function g derived in appendix A, is used to make
comparisons with the results calculated.

5.2 Randomly oriented fibres: matrix and fibres isotropie
A short fibre composite with randomly oriented fibres is examined. Fibre and
matrix a.re taken linear elastic and isotropie while perfect bonding between matrix
and fibres is assumed. The composite is considered to have isotropie properties and
only the effective Young•s modulus is discussed.

5.2.1 Calculated valnes for the effective parameter
Besides vf and 1/d, also the moduli of the components Em and Ef are varied
independently in order to generate a set of data for the effective parameter as a
function of the structural parameters. A survey of the valnes for the the structural
parameters for each calcula.tion can be found in table 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. The Poisson•s
ratiosof matrix and flbres are set on vm = 0.35 [-] respectively vf = 0.23 [-], during
all calculations.

Em[GPa]
10
5
1
1
1

Et [GPaJ
70
70
20
70
120

(A)

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

0.075

0.15

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

0.225

•

•
•

0.3

0.375

•

•

•

(B)

•

Ta.ble 5.2.1 Survey of the values for the structural parameters used in
calculations. The values for Ef and Em listed in table (A) are combined
with the 21 combinations of vf and 1/d marked in table (B).
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.

E [GPa.].

Er [GPa.]

10
5
10
5

20
20
120
120

1/d H

0.225
0.225
0.225
0.225

'3
3
3
3

Table 5.2.2 Additional values for the structural parameters used in

calculations.
Tables 5.2.1 a.nd 5.2.2 define a total of 109 datapoints for wbich the effective
modulus is ca.lculated. Some results of these calculations are presented graphica.lly
in figures 5.2.1--5.2.4. Fig. 5.2.1 reveals that, for the small aspect ratios considered,
the effective modulus is proportional to the aspect ratio of the fibres. An increase in
the volume fraction of the fibres yields a progressive increase in the value for the
effective modulus. With the small aspect ratios, tbis is consistent with the lower
bound approxima.tion, eq. (5.1.3), that is frequently used for pa.rticulate composites.
As could be expected, the value for the modulus strongly depends on the modulus of
the matrix. Tbis matrix modulus serves as a sta.rting value for the effective
modulus, whereupon a.n iocrement in stiffness is added depending on the values of
the structural parameters. Fig. 5.1.4 shows that tbis increment rea.ches an
asyinptotic value as a function of the modulus of the fibre.

5.2.1 The regesaion model
The format of the model for E* is chosen to be consistent with the
Halpin-Taai equa.tion (5.1.8). This equa.tion written in terms of the elastic lower
and upper bounds for the effective modulus becomes:
E*max'>"

Ef

+

Ef

+ E*min'>"

in which { is to be determined as a function of the structura.l parameters.

(5.2.1)
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The function Çis supposed to be of the form
(5.2.2)
where the regressor variables Ç ( i=l, .. ,n } are· functions of the structural
1
parameters E1 , E11 , vf and l/d. Proper ca.ndida.te functions for ( 1 will be proposed
ba.sed on the results from the ca.lculations. Once these functions are defined the
regression coefficients a.0 , ••• , a.n are calcula.ted with the regression metbod using the
known function va.lues for (.
These function va.lues for ( are obta.ined by substituting the ca.lcula.ted values
for E* in a. rea.rranged.version of equa.tion (5.2.1):

(5.2.3)

(=

In sea.rch of proper ca.ndida.te functions for the regressor variables ( 1 plots were
made of ( a.ga.inst the structura.l parameters. As could be expected from
dimensional analyses, it was found that the structura.l parameters E1 and E 11 ca.n be
combined into one: ErfE111 the ratio between the moduli of the fibre and matrix
material. This is illustra.ted in tigure 5.2.5, in which values of Ç are plotted versus
the ratio E1/E11 for three different va.lues of the matrix modulus. The three curves
for different matrix moduli a.ppear to merge into one.

\H

1.7
1.6
J.S.

1.4
1.3
1.2

Fig. 5.2.5. Function (versus E1/E 11, with: vf = 0.225, 1/d
and E 111 = 1 (v), 5 (o), 10 (o) [GPa].
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Function Ç versus volume fraction vf, with: ErfEm = 20 [-]
and 1/d = 1 f 10 [-].
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In figure 5.2.6 through 5.2.9 some plots are given of valnes calculated for Ç versus
Er/E11 , 1/d and vf.
lnitially, attention was paid to Ç as a fuuction of the ratio EcfE11• Figures
5.2.6 and 5.2. 7 shows monotonic increasing curves that reach asymptotic valnes for
large ErfE11 • Several functions of ErfE11 were tried to fit the available curves for Ç
at constant 1/d and vf. The function
(5.2.4)

with b , b1 and b2 dependent on vf and 1/d, seemed appropriate. The square root of
0
the ratio EcfE11 in the exponential term in eq. (5.2.4) was found to be necessary to
slow down the increase in Ç as a function of Ef/E11 • Equation (5.2.4) was fitted on
the 21 available curves at different valnes for vf and 1/d, resulting in 21 valnes for
the coefficients b0 , b 1 and b2' In performing these fits, a nonlinear regression
procedure - based on the Marquardt algorjthm- from the SAS software system was
used. The coefficient b2 was fouud to scatter around a value of about 0.5, as is
shown in figure 5.2.10 and 5.2.11 .. The exponential term in eq. (5.2.4) is therefore
simpUfled by Msuming that the coefficient b has a constant value.
2
In order todetermine how b and b depend on the volume fraction and the
0
1
aspect ratio, eq. (5.2.4) is again fittedon the 21 curves while coefficient b 2 was held
at a constant valne of b2 = 0.5. A linear least squares fit wM performed and the
resulting valnes for b~ and b1 are plotted in figures 5.2.12 through 5.2.15 . The
coefficient b0 appears to be linear in vf as well as in 1/d, while the coefficient b is
1
seen to be linear in the volume fraction v but quadratic in the aspect ratio 1/d.
1
Hence it is concluded that the fnnction

~ = b0 + b1exp{-a10(Er/Em)0.5}
(5.2.5)

b0 = a0 + apd + a2v;/d + a3vf
b1 = a 4 + a5vf + a 6l/d + a7v;ld

+ a8(1/d)2 + a 9vr(l/d)2

with proper valnes for the coefficients a , ... , a should be able to ·produce a good
0
10
agreement with the availab1e data for (. The final valnes for these coefficients are
obtained as follows: ·
1) the model (5.2.5) is fittedon the data for Ç, nsing the nonlinear
fit procedure from the SAS-package.
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2) using the value found for a 10 the model is fitted again on the data,
but now witb the linear least squares algorithm to find out whether some of
the coefficients are likely to be zero.
3) if there are coefficients likely to be zero, their corresponding terms in
the model are removed and step 1) and 2) are repeated.
As a result of the straiegy above, the following model for ( was obtained:

(5.2.6)

b0 = 0.68 + 1.22vf + 0.23(1/d)
b1 = -{).30(1/d)- O.Ol·(l/d)2
The presented numerical values of the coefficients in model (5.2.6) are
obtained by retaining as many relevant digits as indicated by the corresponding
estimations for the standard errors.
Eq. (5.2.6) tagether with eq. (5.2.1) forms 11. predictive model for tbe effective
modulus. In fig. 5.2.20 a scatter diagram of the relative residuals, in percentages of
predicted va.lue, versus the predicted values of the effective modulus is presented. It
is seen that these residuals are all within 1 ·percent of the predicted values.
In fig. 5.2.21 these rela.tive residuals are presented in a histogram.
The accuracy of the fit performed is further illustrated in figures 5.2.16
through 5.2.19. These figures show the data calculated for the effective modulus
against the structura.l parameters, while in the same figures the data as predicted by
the model are a.dded. A good agreement between calculated and fitted values is
observed.

5.2.3 Discussion
The exa.mple presented shows that the strategy proposed can be applied
successfully to the derivation of structural material models, although the derivation
of the regressionmodel turned out to be alaborious task.
, The effective parameters are not validated experimentally. As far as the
calculations are concerned, the results are expected to be reliable, that is within the
assumptions made in modelling the microstructure.
This is based on the
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convergence found in the data as a result of increasing coarseness in the finite
element calculations as well as on the consistent changes found for the valnes of the
effective parameters as a function of the structural parameters. Experimental
verification is necessary to validate the microstructural assumptions made for the
model.
As can be concluded from figures 5.2.16-5.2.21, the regression model gives
accurate predictions for the effective modulus. However, this condusion is only
va.lid if the values for the structural parameters are within the range of data for
which the model was derived. The regression model should not be used for
extra.polations, especially as the model is physically not founded. In this context it
is emphasized that the model is derived for low aspect ratios and volume fractions of
the fibres.
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5.3 Aligned fibres: matrix and fibres isotropie

For a. short fibre composita, with all fibres oriented in one direction, effective
parameters are ca.lculated. Both fibres and matrix are linear elastic and isotropie
· and perfect bonding is assumed. The calcula.tions are confined to the analysis of a
pla.ne parallel to the fibre a.xes. Pla.ne-stress conditions are applied and hence only
4 mutua.l independent material parameters are ca.lculated.
The arrangement of the fibres in the matrix is modelled as a diamond array.
The positioning of the fibres is fully determined by the aspect ratio, the volume
fraction and the requirement for equal spacings between the fibres along and
perpendicular to the fibre axes.

5.3.1 Calculated valnes for the effective parameters

Because of the plane-stress conditions, only the following effective parameters
are calculated:
longitudinal Young's modulus,
transversa.l Young's modulus,

o*l
*

11lt

longitudinal shear modulus,
or 11*tl

longitudinal-transversal or transversa.l--longitudinal
Poisson's ratio.

The 33 combinations for vf and 1/d as listed in table 5.3.1 were used to
calcula.te the corresponding effective parameters. The volume fractions are all below
50%, as explained in section 5.1.2. In table 5.3.2 the valnes for the moduli of the
components are tabulated. These moduli were varied on tbree levels. The moduli
of the components marked in table 5.3.2 were combined with all 33 combinations of
vf and 1/d. In order to confine the number of calculations, the other valnes for the
moduliin table 5.3.2 were combined with only one value for vf and 1/d from table
5.3.1, i.e. vf = 0.3 and 1/d = 75. Besides that, a datapoint was added with a ratio
Ef/E11 ~ 1. So fina.lly, 5 datapoints were added to the 165 points resulting from
table 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. These 5 datapoints are listed in table 5.3.3.
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Table5.3.1 Survey ofthe values forv 1 andl/d [-J, used in

calculations.

l

10

•
•

20
70

•

•

120

•

Table 5.3.2 Values for Ef and Em [GPa], used in calculations.
The values for Ef and Em indicated are combined
with al/33 combinations of vf and 1/d marked in table 5.3.2.

E m [GPa]

Et [GPaJ

vf[-]

1/d[-]

5
10
5
10
10

20

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

75
75
75
75
75

20
120
120
11

Table 5.3.3 Additional values for the structural parameters used in

calculations.
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Tbe final. results for tbe effective parameters are presented grapbically. .
Furthermore, due to the number of data, a selection is made and only the distinct
dependendes are shown.
The effective parameters E; ,E: ,
and
are successively treated in
1
the following.

v;t' v:

Efjective longitudinal modulus

o;

E;.

Figure 5.3.1 shows the effective longitudinal modulus as a function of the
aspect ratio of the fibres for different values of the volume fractions. The increa.se in
the val.ue for the effective parameter appears to reach an asymptotic val.ue for
aspect ratios larger than 100. For perfect adhesion between the fibres a.nd matrix
this was to be expected based on information from literature and simple a.nalytical
exercises with a discrete model of the composite. This discrete model is discussed in
Appendix A a.nd fig. 5.3.1 ca.n be compared with fig. A.4.
The volume fraction of the fibres affects the effective longitudinal modulus
. proportional.ly. This is consistent with the commonly used rule of mixture
approximation. Apart from fig. 5.3.1 the linearity in the volume fraction is clearly
illustrated in fig. 5.3.2.
In figure 5.3.3. the effective modulus is plotted as a function of the matrix
modulus, for various val.ues of the fibre modulus. Rather few datapoints are
available in the figure to give a proper indication on how the effective modulus
depends in the moduli of the components. However, as was the case for the
composite with randornly oriented fibres, a properly scal.ed longitudinal. modulus
will, for a given modulus of the matrix, depend on the ratio in the moduli of the
fibres and the matrix. This is discussed in section 5.3.2.
Figure 5.3.4 shows the effective longitudinal modulus against modulus of the
fibres and the volume fraction. The results shown in fig. 5.3.4 tend to follow the
rule of mixtures, i.e. linear in the modulus of the fibre and volume fraction, but in
fact they are all below the values of the actual rule of mixture. This is consistent
with the fact that the rule of mixtures is a.n upper bound.

Effective transversal modulus

E:.

Values calculated for the effective tra.nsversal. modulus are plotted in figure
5.3.5 as a function of aspect ratio a.nd volume fraction. The aspect ratio is seen to
have hardly a.ny influence on the transversal. modulus except for small ratios in the
range of 1 to 25. Though the figure shows only the result for one combination of the
modulus of the fibre a.nd matrix modulus, the same is found for other combinations
of the moduli of the components. For small aspect ratios the values show slight
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variations that appear to be of different character for the different volume fractions.
Just like for the longitudinal modulus also for the effective transveraal modulus an
analytica! discrete model can be derived. This model is described in appendix A
and includes the assumptions concerning the arrangement of the fibres. Due to the
use of the lower bound approximation, the values of the discrete model are
quantitatively all below the calculated values. However, the discrete model
qualitatively describes the results as shown in fig. 5.3.5, that can be compared with
fig. A.5.
As already indicated in fig. 5.3.5, figure 5.3.6 shows that the transveraal
modulus increases progressively with increasing volume fraction. This corresponds
to the lower bound approximation eq. (5.1.3), that is normally used to calculate the
effective transveraal modulus.
In fig. 5.3. 7 the effective transveraal modulus is shown as a function of the
modulus of the matrix for different values of the modulus of the fibre. The strong
dependency in the modulus of the matrix is not !Jurprising as the coherency of the
matrix material will be responsible for the main effects in the transveraal plane.
Figure 5.3.8 indicates that, from a certain value, an increase of the modulus of
the fibre with respect to the modulus of the matrix will hardly effect the effective
transveraal modulus any more.

Effective transversal-longitudinal Poisson 's ratio 11:1

The Poisson's ratio 11:1 relates the contraction in the transveraal direction to
a elangation in the longitudinal direction. Figure 5.3.9 shows the tendency of 11:1 to
reach a constant value for high aspect ratios. The correspondence of figure 5.3.9
with figure 5.3.5, though somewhat reversed, indicates that the effects observed for
low values of the aspect ratio and volume· fraction are again due to the chosen
arrangement of fibres in the matrix.
A nearly linear dependenee on the volume fraction is found, as depicted in
This observation gives rise to a possible rule of mixture
figure 5.3.10.
approximation (linear in the volume fractions and Poisson's ratios of the
constituents) for the effective Poisson's ratio 11: 1.
.
Figure 5.3.11 and 5.3.12 show that the shear moduli of the fibres and matrix
hardly influence 11:1.
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Effective longitudinal-transversal Poisson 's ratio v*1t

v;t

The Poisson's ratio
qua.ntifies the longitudina.l contraction in responsetoa
tra.nsversa.l elongation.
From symmetry conditions applied on the effective
equivalent of the stiffness matrix S, eq. (2.2.11), it follows that E~, E:, 1 a.nd
are related:

v:

v;t

(5.3.1)

Figures 5.3.13-5.3.16 should therefore be consistent with the conesponding figures
5.3.1 through 5.3.12. Comparison of the figures shows that this is indeed the case.
Some remarks on the accuracy with which the data ca.lculated meet equation (5.3.1)
will be made in section 5.3.2.

Effective longitudinal shear modulus

a;

In the figures 5.3.17 through 5.3.20 the structural parameters Em a.nd Er are,
through equation {2.2.15), replaced by the corresponding values for the shear
modulus of the components.
Figure 5.3.17 shows that the effective shear modulus declines slightly for
increa.sing value of the aspect ratio and tends to reach a.n asymptotic value for large
aspect ratios.
The shear modulus increases progressively as a function of the volume fraction,
figure 5.3.18, the shear modulus is seen to progressively increa.se. Qualitatively this
is consistent with a lower bound approxirnation for
Just as in fig. 5.3.7, also the effective shear modulus depends strongly in the
shear modulus of the matrix, see fig. 5.3.19.
Figure 5.3.20 indicates that for high va.lues of the shear modulus of the fibres,
in relation to the shear modulus of the matrix, hardly any more increase in the
value of the effective modulus is found.

a;.
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5.3.2 Discussion

Accuracy ofresults
Results in literature concerning effective parameters of composites with
aligned, short fibres could hardly be found. Experimental verification of the
a.<~sumptions made in modelling the composite are not ca.rried out. However, a.<1 far
as the calculations are concerned some remarks can be made. Fig. 5.3.21 shows
values for the effective lori.gitudinal-transversal Poisson's ratio versus the number of
nodal points used in the finite element calculations. It reveals that, in the
situations investigated, about 2000 nodal points are needed in order to get accurate
results. The values contained in fig. 5.3.21 are calculated with linea.r elements,
whereas the final calculations are performed with quadratic elements with a total
number of 2000 nodal points.

0.34
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0.31
0.3
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nodal points

0.29

0. 2. 4. 6. 8. 10. 12. 14. 16. 18. 20.

•1o 2

Fig. 5.3.21 Effective Poisson 's ratio versus

number of nodal points used in calculation.

Another measure of the accuracy is the ratio r, defined a.<~:

(5.3.2)

This ratio should have the value 1 for all calculations. Values for the parameters
substituted in eq. (5.3.2), show that this requirement is violated. The maximum
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deviation from the exact value 1, was found to be 20%. This, however, occurred in
the worst case situa.tion with ErfEm =120 [-] and high volume fra.ction. In the .other
situations, the deviations generally are between 1 and 10%. Although the deviations
are oonsiderable, they teil little a.bout the errors made for ea.ch effective parameter,
as the values for the ratiorare obtained by multiplying the results for the effective
parameters.

Regression models
The derivation of regression models proved to be very difficult and was not
successful .. As mentioned before, this is not surprising regarding the large number of
structural parameters. Therefore, as already stated insection 5.1.3, it is suggested
to settie for a database as the final result of the strategy proposed.

Comparison of E~ with Halpin- Tsai
For the effective longitudinal Young's modulus of the composites with aligned
short fibres, the following Halpin-Tsai equation is reported in literature (Halpin
and Kardos, 1976):
(5.3.3)
where
11 =

and

'=

( Er/Em -

1 )

(

Ç)

ErfEm

+

21/d

With the data calculated, va.lues for ( can be plotted versus the structura.l
parameters, in order to oompare them with eq. (5.3.3). As in section 5.2, ( is a
function ofEr/Em, vr and 1/d. In figures 5.3.22 and 5.3.23 va.lues for (are plotted
versus the aspect ratip and respectively the ratio ErfEm and the volume fraction v1.
The figures in deed show that the dependenee of Ç in the aspect ratio is fairly linear,
except for small values of 1/d. However, the slopes of the curves turn out to be a
function of vf and E1/Em . They can be quantified by fitting straight lines on the
curves. The resulting values are plotted in figures 5.3.24 and 5.3.25. Only for
Ef/Em equal 120 [GPa] and v f equa.l 0.45 H , a value of approximately 2 is found.
Halpin and Kardos {1976) report that eq. (5.3.3) is based on a fit for ( on
va.lues calculated by Foye (1966). It turns out that Foye calculated values for the
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Fig. 5.3.27. Plot of f versus the structural parameters

E1/Em, vf and lfd.
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effeetive modulus with ErfEm equal120 (GPa] and volume fractions of 0.4--ü.8 [-].
Hence, the calculations carried out in this thesis are a confirmation of the results
of Foye. Furthermore, they are an impravement of the Hal pin-Tsai equation
( = 21/d, because the influence of Ef/Em and vf on the value for (is now taken into
account.
The dependency of (on the structural parameters ErfEm, vr and 1/d is shown
qualitatively in fig. 5.3.26. In fig. 5.3.27 the function f defined by eq. (5.1.5) is also
plotted. This is done, because the value of f can be re1ated more directly to the
values for the effective parameters. The functions f and Çare interrelated by:
f

Ç E*.
= ____
n_
m_1
7

Ef

+

~" E*.

'>

(5.3.4)

mm

5.4 Aligned fibres: isotropie matrix and transversally isotropie fibres
In rnadelling the microstructure of the composite, the same assumptions are
made as in section 5.3. However, in this section the fibres are taken to be
transversally isotropic. The investigations presented are confined to the effects of
the fibres having different Young's moduli in longitudinal and transveraal direction.
Moreover, only the effective transveraal Young's modulus and effective
longitudinal-transversal Poisson's ratio are examined.

5.4.1 Calculated values for the effective parameters.
As values for the geometrical structural parameters vr and 1/d, the 33
combinations listed in table 5.3.1 are used. As for the material properties of matrix
and fibres, only the modulus of the matrix and the transversal and longitudinal
Young's moduli of the fibres are varied. The valnes for these moduli are listed in
table 5.4.1. From this table, the sets of moduli marked with (•) are combined with
the 33 situations for vr and 1/d. For those valnes of the moduli indicated with (o ),
only calculations are made with vr = 0.3 [-] and l/d = 25 [-]. During all
calculations, the remaining material properties are: vm
0.35 [-], Gn = 5 [GPa],
vftl
0.23 H and vflt
vft 1En/Eft' (As was done in the foregoing, subindices f
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Ta.ble 5.4.1 Survey of the values for the Young's moduli of matrix and fibres,

as used in calculations (see text).

and m refer to fibre and matrix whereas subindices I and t refer to longitudinal and
transveraal properties.) With the values for the structura.l parameters thus defined,
the effective transveraal Young's modulus E: and the effective
longitudina.l-transversa.l Poisson's ratio v;t are ca.lculated. The results concerning
the influence of 1/d and vr on the effective parameters are not presented. As they
are qua.litatively the same as in section 5.3, an inipression of these effects can be
obtained from figures 5.3.5-5.3.6 and 5.3.13-5.3.14. In this section the influence of
the anisotropic properties of the fibres is shown. In figures 5.4.1-5.4.4, E: and vit
are plotted versus the ratio's En/Em and E1/Eft' In order to obtain smoother
curves, it was found necessary to include some data points, additional to those
presented in the tables.
In fig. 5.4.1, the dimensionless effective parameter E:/Em is plotted versus
En/Em . The effects observed are consistent with those of fig. 5.3.16, for the
isotropie fibres. However, as was to be expected, the allisotropie properties of the
fibres, expressed by the ratio Er/Eft ~ 1, cause a decline in the effective modulus as
compared to the situation with isotropie fibres. This is also illustrated in fig. 5.4.2,
where the same data is plotted but now versus Ef/Eft'
The effective Poisson's ratio
versus En/Em is plotted in fig. 5.4.3. Again,
as for the isotropie fibres, v;t declines for largervalues of En/Em . However,
takes on larger va.lues for increasing value of Er/Ert , as can be seen in fig. 5.4.4.

v;t
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5.4.2 DÎ8C1JB8Îon
For a rather ronfined set of structural parameters, an extensive database is
derived for the effective parameters considered.
For the values used of the structural parameters, the influence of the
anisotropic properties of the fibres on the effective transversal Young's modulus was
found to be rather moderate, especially for large ratios E0 /E .
The values for the effective Poisson's ratio
arem found to be strongly
influenced by the anisotropy of the fibres.

v;t

80

Cha.pter 6

DISCUSSION
In this thesis a numerical strategy for the determination of structural material
modelsis propose<l. Basedon detailed analyses of a representative volume element
of the material, effective material parameters are calculated. These are determined
as a function of structural parameters, i.e. parameters that characterize the
microstructure of the material. Thus a database is created, on which further
operations can be performed like gra.phical representation, interpolation or
sensibility analysis. In some cases regression roodels can be dedved that have the
advantage of a compact representation of the data as a function of thoile structural
parameters that are most relevant.
The strategy is applied to effective stiffness parameters of short fibre
reinforeed composites, with linear elastic fibre and matrix material and perfect
bonding between the constituents. In the case of randomly oriented short fibres, a
closed form relation for the effective Young's modulus is obtained, which is an
extension of the so---called Halpin-Tsai equa.tions. These equations descri he the
influenee of the structural parameters on the effective stiffness parameters via à
generalized formula, in which a function (accounts for the reinforcement geometry.
The following relation is found appropria.te for the effective Young's modulus in case
of randomly oriented short fibres:
(6.1)
with
( Ef/Em 1J=

and

( Ef/Em

1 )

+ ( )

( = b0 + b1exp{-fl.5l(ErfEm)0.5}
b0
0.68 + L22vf + 0.23(1/d)
bt = -{).30(1/d) 0.01(1/d)2

This relation was derived for relatively small values of the volume fraction and
aspect ratio of the fibres. Henee, without further investiga.tions, care bas to be
taken with extrapolations. Effective parameters are a.lso calculated for composites
reinforeed with aligned short fibres. Regression models turned out to be difficult to
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derive and the data are presented graphically. In the existing Halpin-Tsai relations
for the effective longitudinal Young's modulus, (is supposed to be a function of the
aspect ratio of the fibres only. However, it is now found that its value also depends
on volume fractions and moduli of the components.
The detailed analyses of the representative volume elements are carried out
using the finite element metbod (FEM) to model the complex microstructure. The
versatility of the metbod will oontribute toa possible generalization of the strategy.
The character of the analyses will strongly depend on the effective material
properties searched for. In this thesis only stiffness properties are considered and in
the analyses well defined loads were applied such that relevant valnes of the stresses
and strains in the constituent materials were obtained. All examples had a well
defined microstructure and material behaviour. The analyses showed that · much
care bas to be taken in the finite element calculations. The size of the
representative volume element as well as the coa.rseness of the finite element grid
have to be chosen properly, that is large respectively fine enough, in order to get
accurate and consistent results.
As an interface condition between the constituents, perfect bonding is
assumed. This is a strongly idealized situation, whereas in reality the interface
condition will be an important structural parameter. Quantification of the interface
condition and its influence on the overall material behaviour is expected to be of
great importance and further research on this topic is recommended. Apart from
experimental investigations, more realistic descriptions of the interface conditions
will require more numerical effort. If, for instance, stick/slip between the
constituents is considered, special elements which describe this contact behaviour
are necessary. Moreover, a large number of elements will be necessary to predict
accurately the effect of such interface conditions on the resulting nonlinear, overall
behaviour.
For s'trength properties further investigations are necessary concerning the
microstructural processes that have to be considered. Compared to stiffness
behaviour, strength criteria, such as scalar functions in the stress components, are
by themselves more difficult to derive. Besides that, specific microstructural
processes, like debonding or fibre rupture, play a role and have to be modelled.
The effective stiffness properties were calculated in a rather direct way from
the results of the detailed analyses. For each overall stiffness parameter a specific
loadcase was imposed. Either the avera.ged micro stresses and strains or the
combination of displacements imposed and reaction forces calculated, led to a value
of the corresponding overall stiffness parameter. As a generalization of the strategy,
use can be made of a parameter estimation method. A combined loadcase yields a
set of simultaneons equations, linear or nonlinear, in the overall material
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parameters. A parameter estima.tion technique from system identification theory is
proposed to solve these equations. Applied to the estimation of material
parameters, the metbod is rather new and more investigations are necessary
concerning its performance and proper use, for instanee the convergence rate or the
influence of the modeHing errors.
The effective stiffness parameters were ca.lculated as a function of the
structural parameters. With the data obtained, attempts were made to write the
effective parameters as closed form functions of the structura.l parameters. In
deriving these structura.l models, use was made of regression techniques. Although
the necessary statistica.l requirements were not met, due to the deterministic
character of the calculations, it was demonstrated thà.t useful results can be
obtained. There are, however, no straightforward recipes available for using the
regression techniques and therefore a successful use wil} strongly depend on the
experience of the user. Espeda.lly when a structural model is not (well) physica.lly
founded the derivation of the model can be tedious and even more care has to be
taken with extrapolations. Furthermore, with respect to the mechanical behaviour
of composites, the derivation of regression models, if possible at all, is bound to be
more tedious than rewarding. This results from the fact that the number of
structural parameters can be rather large. Though a regression model always is a
compact representation of the data as a function of the relevant structural
parameters, the comprehensibility will often be poor, due to its complexity and
coefficients with no physica.l meaning. In that case it is suggested that operations
like interpolation, sensitivity ana.lysis or graphical representation should be
performed directly upon the data calcula.ted.
The results for the effective parameters derived in this thesis are not verified
experimentally and only a few results are compared with data from literature.
However, experimental verification, especially with respect to the assumptions made
in modelling, is inevitable and bas to he included in future work. Furthermore, it is
an interesting question whether a structural parameter, which is otherwise difficult
to characterize (e.g. interface properties), can be quantified, confronting the
ex:perimental data with the data calculated or the structura.l model.
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Appendix A

A DISCRETE MODELFORA COMPOSITE WITH
ALIGNED, SHORT FIBRES

Introduction.
In this appendix use is made of the well-known isostress and isostrain
approach in order the find a model for the Young's moduli of an aligned, short fibre
composite. Normally the isostrain approach is used to derive an equation for the
longitudinal modulus of a continuous fibre composite. It results in an upper bound,
The isostress approach results in the
i.e. the rule of mixture equation.
corresponding lower bound and is used as an approximation for the transversal
modulus of a continuous fibre composite.
For the aligned, short fibre composite both approaches are used in a combined
way. In doing so, approximations for the composite's longitudinal and transversal
modulus are derived that in addition to the component moduli and volume fractions
also reflect the influence of the fibre aspect ratio. Before the derivation of these
equations is discussed, first the isostress and isostrain approach are presented bere
separately.
In the isostrain approach a long fibre composite, as illustrated in fig. A.l, is
stretched in longitudinal direction.

Em Am

F

F

Fig. A.l. Longitudinal, uniform strain imposed to a long fibre composite.

a.l
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lt is assumed that the longitudina.l strain in matrix and fibre material are equa.l to
each other, say t:. For the resulting forceFit then holds that:

(A.l)
in which A stands for the tota.l area of the plane perpendicu1ar to the fibre direction
and Af, A111 for the area.s of fibre and matrix materia.l, respectively. From eq. (A.l)
the rule of mixture approximation for the longitudina.l modu1us results in:

*

E = uft:
1

A
= -Af
E + __! E
A f A m
(A.2)

In the isostress approach a uniform stress is a.pplied the transveraal direction,
fig. A.2.
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Fig. A.2. Transversal, uniform stress imposed to a long fibre composite.
For the strain t: in transversa.l direction it holds that:

(A.3)

a.2

A

A discrete model for a composite with aligned, short fibres

af

um

= vtE-+ (1-v)t E
f

m

in which I refers to the totallength in transversal direction and lf, 1111 correspond to
the length in transversal direction of the components. It now is. assumed that the
stress in both matrix and fibre material is equal to u. Then an approximation is
obtained, from eq. (A.3), for the·transversal modulus:

(A.4)
or

(A.5)

An approximate equation for the longitudinal modulus of a short fiber composite.
The isostress and isostrain relations are used in a combined way in order to
derive an approximate relation for the longitudinal modulus. This is done according
to Pakula et al. (1977). Fortheshort fibre composite, a volume element as depicted
in fig. A.3 is taken as representative. As this volume element actually contains one
quarter of a fibre, its dimensions are multiplied by 2. This is done for convenience
and bas no consequences on the results to be derived. Furthermore, equal spacing
between the fibres is assumed, which is expresBed by the length a.
First, the isostress approach is applied to the material on the left-hand side of
the broken line in fig. A.3.A. This results in the following modulus:

(A.6)
v1 stands for the volume fraction of fibre material, with respect to the area on the
. left-hand side of the line. It equals to:
I
V=-1
(l+a)

(A.7)

with 1 and a equal to the fibre lengthand spacings respectively.
Next, the modulus obtained is combined with the remaining matrix material,
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Fig. A.3. A schematic representation fer successive use of the

isostress and isostrain approach ..
by applying the isostrain approach. This leads to:

(A.8)
with
d

wt

= (d+a)

(A.9)

and d equal to the fibre diameter.
Using equations (A.6) + (A.9), the approximate relation for the effective
longitudinal modulus can be written as:

a.4

A

A discrete model for a composite with aligned, short fibres

with
l+a/d
g = l+a/d+l/d

(A. U)

It was assumed that there a.re equal spa.cings between the fibres in longitudinal and
transveraal direction. Therefore, relation (5.1.1) ca.n be used as an expression for
afd. Eq. (A.lO) then beoomes arelation for the effective longitudinal modulus that,
though approximately, expresses also the influence of the fibre aspect ratio on the
modulus value. In figure A.4 some results are shown for the effective longitudinal
modulus according to equations (A.lO) + (A.ll). The valnes of the structural
parameliers correspond to those used in chapter 5, fig. 5.3.1.
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Longitudinal modulus E; versus aspect ratio 1/d, with:
Em = 1 , Ef = 120 [GPa] and vf = 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45 [-].

Fig. A.5

Transveraal modulus E: versus aspect ratio 1/d, with:
Em = 1 , Ef = 120 [GPa] and vf = 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45 [-].

The isostress and isostrain relations can also be used in a somewhat reverse
order. The isostrain relation is applied to the area beneath the broken line in
fig. A.3.B, after which the isostress approach is used for the new obtained material
and the remaining matrix material. In analogy with the foregoing, the following
relation for g then holds:

a.5
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1

g

= l+a/d+l/d

(A.12}

which, substituted in eq. (A.lO), yields results for E; that are similar to those
shown in fig. A.4.

An appro:cimate equation for the transversal modulus of a short fiber composite.
Using proper combinations of the isostress a.nd isostrain relations, also an
expression for the tra.nsversal modulus ca.n be derived. Without going into detail,
the results are presented.
The isostress approach is applied to the area beneath the broken line in
fig. A.3.B., foliowed by anisostrain calcula.tion with the remaining matrix materiaL
This results in:
a/d+l/d
g = l+a/d+l/d

(A.13)

E: .

Function g is to be substituted in eq." (A.IO), which then yields a relation for
The results are shown in fig. A.5.
As an alterna.tive, the isostrain rela.tion first applied to the left-hand side of
fig. A.3.A, foliowed by isostress, results in:

1/d

g

a.6

= l+a/d+l/d

(A.l4)
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SUMMARY

A stra.tegy for the denvation of structural material roodels is proposed. With
a structura.l material model the overall behaviour of a. material is described using
information conceming the microstructure of the ma.teria.l. This information is
characterized by so-called structural parameters. The main a.dvantage of structural
roodels over pbenomenological roodels is tha.t they allow the prediction of the effect
of modifica.tions in the microstructure on the overall or effective behaviour of a
material. The strategy proposed consists of three steps.
First, micromechanical analyses are made on a representative volume element
of a material of which the microstructure is modelled in a detailed way. The
micromecha.nical analyses then result in detailed information about quantities
searcbed for in relation with the material model, for instanee local stress and strain
fields.
Secondly, the results of the micromecha.nical analyses are to be related to an
overall material model. The microstructural quantities needed, as well as the
transition to the overall material behaviour, will depend on the overall properties
tha.t are investigated, for instanee strength or stiffness properties. The transition to
the overall material behaviour will generally involve the homogenization of the
relevant detailed quantities from the micromechanica.l analyses. This implies that
the volume element is replaced by a homogeneaus volume element of equal size
whose material behaviour is described by the macroscopie material model. The
parameters included in this model are calculated such that the detailed results of
the micromechanical analyses are described in an averaged sense. This leads to
so-ca.lled effective parameters.
Finally, the values of the effective parameters are obtained as a function of the
structural parameters. These values can he presented graphically or stored in a
database. If possible, closed form rela.tions between the effective parameters and
structural parameterscan he derived.
In order toenlarge the applicability of the strategy, extensive use is made of
numerical tools. The finite element metbod is used to perfarm the necessary
mechanical analyses. A parameter estimation technique, that originates from
system identification, is proposed for the calculation of the effective parameters.
Regression techniques can he used for the derivation of approximate but closed form
relations that express the influence of the structural parameters on the effective
parameters.
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As a feasibility study of the strategy, first attention is paid to the parameter
estimation technique. Estimations are made for the effective elastic properties of a
particulate and a unidirectionally reinforeed composite, that agree well with results
from literature. In both situations the constituent materials are linear elastic and
isotropic, with perfect bonding between the matrix and reinforcement fibres.
Besides that, the numerical strategy is applied to a short fibre reinforeed composite
material. For three classes of sneb a composite material effective stiffness
parameters are calculated. In the first example the fibres are randomly oriented,
while in the last two examples they are aligned. In all cases the matrix and fibre
material are linear elastic and perfect bónding is assumed as an interface condition.
In the first two examples the fibres are isotropic, while in the third example they
are transversally isotropic. In the case of the randomly oriented fibres, a relation is
derived for the effective Young's modulus as a function of the structural parameters.
This relation is an extension of the so-called Halpin-Tsai equations.
The performance and the general applicability of the metbod is discussed. It
is concluded that much attention bas to be paid to the detailed analyses in order to
obtain accurate results. A successful use of the regression techniques will strongly
depend on the experience of the user, as no straightforward recipes can be given.
The validity of the results will depend on the underlying physical assumptions of the
model. Besides that, the derivation of a regressionmodel is not always appropriate.
Because of the large number of structural parameters and the nonlinearities in the
model, they are difficult if not impossible to derive and hard to interpret physically.
However, the numerical strategy still can be used successfully to create a database
for the effective parameters as a function of the structural parameters. With such a
database, sensitivity analyses or interpolations can be performed in order to get
insight in the relation between the structural and the effective parameters.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt een numerieke werkwijze voor het opstellen van
structurele materiaalmodellen gepresenteerd.
Deze modellen beschrijven en
verklaren het macroscopisch gedrag van een materiaal op grond van parameters die
de microstructuur van het materiaal karakteriseren: de structurele parameters. Een
groot voordeel ten opzichte van zuiver fenomenologische modellen, is dat de
structurele modellen inzicht geven in de relatie tussen de microstructuur en het
macroscopisch materiaalgedrag. Doelgericht wijzigen van de microstructuur om het
gedrag te verbeteren behoort daardoor tot de mogelijkheden. In de voorgestelde
werkwijze kunnen de volgende drie stappen worden onderscheiden.
Allereerst wordt h~t mechanisch gedrag geanalyseerd van een representatief
volume-element van het materiaal, waarbij de microstructuur in detail wordt
gemodelleerd. Deze micromechanische analyses leveren gedetailleerde informatie
over grootheden, die met het oog op de uiteindelijke toepassing van het
materiaalmodel relevant zijn, zoals de rekvelden en spanningsvelden die het gevolg
zijn van een opgelegde uitwendige belasting.
De resultaten van de micromechanische analyses worden vervolgens
Op welke manier dit
gerelateerd aan het macroscopische materiaalgedrag.
plaatsvindt en welke grootheden hierbij eén rol spelen wordt bepaald door de
toepassing en zal verschillen voor bijvoorbeeld sterkte- of stijfheidsberekeningen. In
het algemeen zal er sprake zijn van een zekere homogenisatie of middeling van de
microstructurele grootheden. Daartoe wordt het volume-element vervangen door
een even groot volume-element bestaande uit homogeen materiaal. De
materiaalparameters voor dit homogene materiaal worden zodanig bepaald dat een
goede overeenkomst wordt gevonden met de resultaten van de micromechanische
analyses. Deze parameters worden effectieve parameters genoemd.
Als derde onderdeel worden de effectieve parameters bepaald als functie van de
structurele parameters. De verkregen data kunnen grafisch worden weergegeven of
worden opgenomen in een data-base. Indien mogelijk, kunnen expliciete relaties
voor deze effective parameters als functie van de structurele parameters afgeleid
worden.
Om de toepasbaarheid van de werkwijze te vergroten, is gebruik gemaakt van
numerieke technieken. De eindige elementen methode wordt gebruikt voor het
uitvoeren van de noodzakelijke mechanische analyses. Voor het berekenen van de
effectieve parameters blijkt een numerieke procedure afkomstig uit de
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systeem-identificatie geschikt.
Tenslotte kunnen regressie-methoden worden
gebruikt voor het bepalen van de functionele relaties tussen effectieve en structurele
parameters.
In eerste instantie wordt aandacht besteed aan de identificatie-techniek. Deze
is gebruikt voor het berekenen van effectieve materiaalparameters van een materiaal
versterkt met deeltjes, respectievelijk met lange vezels. In beide gevallen zijn de
componenten lineair elastisch en isotroop, terwijl perfecte hechting tussen de
componenten wordt aangenomen. Daarnaast is de gehele werkwijze toegepast op
kortvezelige composietmaterialen. Voor drie klassen van deze materialen zijn
effectieve stijfheidsparameters berekend. In het eerste geval zijn de vezels random
georienteerd, terwijl in de laatste twee gevallen de vezels parallel liggen. Het
materiaalgedrag van matrix en vezels is in alle gevallen lineair elastisch en tussen
matrix en vezel is wederom de hechting perfect verondersteld. In de eerste twee
voorbeelden zijn de vezels isotroop, terwijl ze in het laatste voorbeeld transversaal
isotroop zijn. Voor de situatie met de random georienteerde vezels is een relatie
afgeleid voor de effectieve stijfheid als functie van de structurele parameters. Deze
relatie is een uitbreiding van de zogenaamde Halpin-Taai vergelijkingen. Voor de
andere gevallen wordt volstaan met een grafische presentatie van de resultaten.
De karakteristieke eigenschappen en de toepasbaarheid van de methode
worden besproken. Hoewel de gedetailleerde analyses veel numerieke inspanning
vereisen, worden nauwkeurige resultaten verkregen. Bij het gebruik van de
regressie-methoden is de ervaring van de gebruiker van groot belang, aangezien de
te volgen weg niet standaard is. Bovendien neemt de wenselijkheid van een
regressiemodel af naarmate het aantal structurele parameters en de complexiteit in
de afhankelijkheden toenemen.
Terwijl het dan steeds moeilijker, zo niet
onmogelijk, wordt om het model af te leiden, zal ook de fysische
interpreteerbaarheid van het model minder worden. In dat geval wordt volstaan
met het .creëren van een data-base. Met een dergelijke data-base kunnen dan
bijvoorbeeld gevoeligheidsanalyses worden uitgevoerd of geinterpoleerde waarden
worden berekend.
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STELLINGEN
behorende bij het proefschrift
CONSTITUTIVE MODELS FOR COMPOSITES
BASED ON NUMERICAL MICROMECHANICS

l.

De reinforcement factor Ç in de Halpin-Tsai vergelijking voor de longitudinale
modulus van een composiet, versterkt met korte, parallelle vezels, wordt door
hen ten onrechte alleen in de aspect ratio van de vezel uitgedrukt.
Halpin, J.C., Kardos, J.L., The Halpin-Tsal Equations: A Review.
Pol. Eng. Sc. 16, 344-352 (1976).
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 5.

2.

Micromechanische (numerieke) analyses zijn een nuttige aanvulling op
experimenteel werk voor het, op een goed gedefinieerde manier, bestuderen
van microstructurele eigenschappen.
- Adams, D.F., Micromechanical PredictionsfExperimental Correlations of
the Influence of the Interface on the Mechanica! and physical Properties of
a Unidirectional Composite. In Composite Interfaces, Ishida, M., and
Koenig, J.L., editors, Elsevier Science Publishing Co. (1984).
- Dit proefschrift.

3.

Het modelleren van de microstructuur als functie van de (geometrische)
structurele parameters, zoals beschreven in dit proefschrift, vereist een
geavanceerde meshgenerator.
- Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 5.

4.

Met structurele parameters als ontwerp-variabelen kunnen de structurele
materiaalmodellen een belangrijke rol spelen bij het optimaliseren van
konstrukties.
- Schoofs, A.J.G., Experimental Design and Structural Optimization.
Proefschrift, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (1987).

5.

Het gebruik van regressie-methoden kan leiden tot een nuttige data reductie;
daarentegen heeft het verkrijgen van een 'gesloten' formule soms geen of
weinig voordelen.
- Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 5.

6.

Bij toepassing van standaard procedures uit een numerieke bibliotheek,
worden de veronderstellingen waarop ze zijn gebaseerd soms uit het oog
verloren.
De gebruiker dient zich hiervan bewust te zijn en deze
veronderstellingen te blijven toetsen op hun geldigheid.
- ..:: Dit proefschrift, paragraaf 3.3.

7.

Structurele materiaalmodellen kunnen via simulaties gedeeltelijk worden
geëvalueerd.
Experimenten zijn desondanks noodzakelijk om de
veronderstellingen te valideren die eraan ten grondslag liggen.

8.

Bij de fysische interpretatie van de konstanten van Poisson voor niet-isotroop
materiaalgedrag wreekt zich de aan de hand van isotroop materiaal
opgebouwde intuïtie.

9.

Biomaterialen ronder biomechanica is van zeer beperkte betekenis.

10.

Bij het afleiden van regressie-modellen spelen de (statistische) eigenschappen
van de data en die van de gebruiker een belangrijke rol.

11.

Soms kan de waarde van een kunstwerk slechts gevonden worden in zijn
afmeting.

Wim Courage, september 1990.

